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IlfTRODUCTIO:N 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
"A Comparison of the VQeabularies of Ten Standard 
Achievement T·ests in Reading with the Primary Social Stud-
ies Books of the CUrrianlum Foundation Series." 
This stud7 was undertaken with the twofold purpose of 
determining: 
1. The percentage of words from ten standard reading 
achievement tests to be found in the Social Studies Books 
of the Curriculum Foundation Series. 
2. The percentage of the voeabular.y of the Social 
Studies Books tested. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The purpose of all social studies seems to be to instill 
concepts and the judgment of values. Since concepts cannot 
be developed without understanding, meaningful reading is 
essential to success in the social studies. 
There is no research available on the vocabulary Of 
primar.y social studies books in relation to standardized 
tests of reading achievement. As social studies books form 
a large part of supplementary reading on the primary level, 
this stud7 bas been undertaken. 
v 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMAR! OJI PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TESTING MOVEMENT 
Early Studies. Contributions to the development of 
standardized achievement tests have been made by many persons 
in a variety of fields since about 1910. Interest was stim-
ulated as the works of early investigators were published. 
1 2 
.Among these were studies by Meyer, Johnson, Starch and 
3 4 
Elliott, and Starch, all expressing the need for more accu-
rate means of measuring achievement. The later studies of 
5 6 
Asbaugh and Hul ten follow the same trend. 
1 Max Meyer, . "The Grading of Students," Science, 28:243-250, 
August 21, 1908. 
2 F.W. Jobnson, "A Study of High School Grades," School 
Review, 19:13-24, January, 1911. 
3 D. Starch and E.C. Elliott, "Reliabilit.f of Grading Work 
in Mathematics," School Review, 21:254-269, April, 1913. 
4 D. Starch, "Reliabilitz and Distribution of Grades," 
Science, 38:630•636, October 31, 1913, 
5 E.J. Asbaugh, "Reducing the Variabilities in Teachers' 
Harks," Journal of Educational Research, 9:185-198, March, 
1924. --
6 O.E. Hulten, "The Personal Element in Teachers' Harks," 
Jo~al ~Educational Research, 12:29-55, June, 1925. 
:l 
Achievement testa were first used in a school survey 
1 
by the city of New YQrk, 1911-1913. About the same time, 
research bureaus were set up in some educational institu-
tions. The first of these was the Bureau of Educational 
Measurements and Standards of Kansas State Normal School 
2 
at Emporia. Other pioneer bureaus were those in Baltimore 
in 1912; Rochester, New York City, and New orleans in 1913; 
Kansas City, Detroit, Schenectady, and Oakland, California 
3 
in 1914. 
By constructing and distributing tests, the research 
bureaus were the means of organizing statewide and regional 
testing programs. With time, the programs were extended and 
refined until, by 1939, twenty-six states had organized test-
ing programs. 
l Final Reiort ~ the Committee ~ School Inquiry, Board 2£ 
Estimate an Ap,ortiO:nment, New York Oiti, !hi Committee, 
1911-191~ vo umee. · 
2 F.J. Kell7, "The Kansas Silent Reading Tests," Journal of 
Educational Psycholo!l, 7:63-80, February, 1916. 
3 w.s. Monroe, et al., "Research in Educational Measure-
mente," Ten Years of Educational Research, 1918-192?. 
Bulletin 10; 42. . Uroana: University of' Illinois, Bureau of 
Educational Research,l928, pp. 83-116. 
EARLY PUBLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF MEASUREMENT 
1 
Textbooks. At first, Thorndike's Introduction !! !B! 
Theory of Mental and Social Measurement w:s the only text 
available. This was followed by Starch's Educational 
Measurements in 1916. In the same year, the Fifteenth~­
book of the National Society for the
3
studl of Education, 
Part I, carried a report by Strayer, and others. Two years 
later, the Seventeenth Yearbook, Part II, was given over 
4 
entirely to the report by Courtis and others. 
Periodicals. The periodicals of the time aided in the 
development of the testing movement by giving space to those 
working in the field. Among the most notable publications 
were the "Teachers College Record", "Educ~tional Administra-
tion and Supervision", "School and Society", and the "Element-
5 
ary School Journal." 
1 E.L. Thorndike, Introduction to the Theofi of Mental and 
Social Measurements. lew York: reachers Co ege, Columbia 
University, 1904. 277 pp. 
2 D. Starch, Educational Measurements. New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1916. 2~2 PP• 
3 G.D. Strayer, et al., "Standards and Teste for the Meas-
urement of the Efficiency of Schools and School Systems," 
Fifteenth Yearbook of the National Sooietl for the stuaz of 
Education, Part !. Qhicago:UniversitY of C1i1Cago Press, 
1916. 172 PP• 
4 S.A. Courtia, "Educational Measurement," Seve·nteenth 
Yearbook of the National Socie~ for the s~;y of Education, 
Part II. Broomington,Illinoie: b!IC Schoo ubiTsliing Com-
p8nf, 1918, pp. 9-162. 
5 w. _!. 83-115. 
,., 
u 
3 
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THE PLACE OF STANDARDIZED TESTS IN EDUCATION 
1 
Need for Tests. Thorndike eX}>resaed the need. for tests 
which would aid in ~grading, promoting, testing the value of 
methods of teaching, and in every other case where we need to 
know ourselves and to in~orm others how well an individual 
or a class, or a school population oe.n read." 
2 
Much later, Dolch pointed out the need for tests con-
structed with the teacher's point of view in mind. He sug-
gested the preparation of instruments that "(1) will test 
some specific thing, (2) which can be taught and (3) which 
should be taught (4) in a particular grade." 
Uses of Achievement Tests. In a study of methods of 
teaching, Zirbee found tests used widely to evaluate instruc-
tional procedures. 
1 E.L. Thorndike, "The Measurement of Ability in Reading: 
Preliminary Scales and Tests," Teachers college Record, 16: 
207-237, September, 1914. · 
2 E·.-W. Dolch, "Testing Reading," Elementary School Journal, 
34:36-43, September, 1933. 
3 L. Zirbee, Com~srative Studies of CUrrent Practices in 
Readini. New Yor~: Teachers College, Columbia UniversfiY, 
1928. 29 pp. 
"---=---=-=-=-=-='! ===--==--~~--- -- - -- ---· ---~·- ------- -- -- ~-- ---
1 
Standard tests were of value to ~aguse in analyzing 
2 
reading achievement in tbe first grade. In 1932, Chism made 
a survey of 490 cities with populations of from 2,500 to 
100,000 and found that 6f.B% of the elementary schools were 
using standard educational tests for classification. 
3 
Trabue found tests useful for improving instruction by 
changes in administration or school organization; in classi-
fication of pupils, and grouping within classes; and in edu-
cational and vocational guidance. 
4 
Tests of reading readiness were found by Segel to give 
results which eould be used to predict achievement in reading 
and in other Grade I school achievement. 
1 F.W. Raguse, "Qualitative and Quantitative Achievement in 
Firat Grade Reading," Teachers College Record, 32:424-436, 
:B'ebruary, 1931. 
2 L.L. Chism, "Classification and Promotion Practices in 
the Elementary School," Elementary School Journal, 38:89-91, 
October, 1932. 
3 M.R. Trabue, "Recent Developments in Testing for Guidance," 
Review of Educational Research, 3:41-80, l!'ebruary, 1933. 
4 D. Segel, ~easurement Today," School Life, 20:188-189, 
April, 1935. ----
-a 
1 
Betta, in summarizing the justifications for achievement 
tests stated: 
Among the many justifications for standard 
reading tests are these. First, to compare the 
achievement of a given class with national norms 
for general administration purposes. Second; to 
identify those pupils both above and below the 
class average who are in need of tnrther study 
and guidance. Third, to compare the achievement 
of individuals and of groups with their capacities 
for achievement as measured by means of standard 
tests of capacity to learn. Standardized teats 
then do have a plaee in a modern program of guid-
ance in reading and study. 
1 E.A. Betts, Foundation of Reading Instruction. Boston: 
American Book Company, 1946; pp. 440-441. 
STANDARDIZED READING TESTS 
1 
A Brief Survey of Early Tests. In 1914, Thorndike pub-
lished the first standardised reading test, including princi-
ples and methods of scoring. This first rough scale was de-
signed to measure "(1) simple oral reading of matter of fact 
passages" and ~(2) silent reading eo far aa it concerns ~· 
the understanding of words singly, and b , the understanding 
2 
of sentences and paragraphs." The following year, Thorndike 
brought out an improved form with standards, which he refined 
3 
more extensively in 1916. 
4 
As early as 1914, Brown also reported a silent reading 
teat. 
5 
Courtie, who had developed one of the early teste of 
achievement in aritbmetic, reported in 1915, work with stand-
ardized scores in some of the measurable elements in reading. 
1 E.L. Thorndike, "The Measurement of Ability in Reading: 
Preliminary Scales and Tests," Teachers College Record, 15: 
207-277. 
2 E.L. Thorndike, "An Improved Scale for Measuring Ability 
in Reading," Teachers College Record, 16:445-467, November, 
1915. 
3 E.L. Thorndike, "An Improved Scale for Measuring Ability 
in Reading.(Concl.uded)", Teachers College Record, 1.7:40-6'1, 
January, 1916. 
4 R.A. Brown , "The Measurement of Efficiency of Instruction 
in Reading," Elementary School Journal., 14:477-491, June,l914. 
5 S.A. Courtis, "Minimum Standards and Gurrent Practices in 
Standards of Rates of Reading," Yourteenth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Stu~ of Education, Part I. ,looming-
ton, Illinois :PubliC sefiool ub!!ehing Compsny,l.915,pp.44-58. 
-·-- --- ---
1 
Starch had an article published in 1915 in which he 
described his silent reading test. In addition, he listed 
the chief elements of reading as 
(1) the comprehension of the material read, (2) the speed of reading, and (3) the correct-
ness of the pronunciation. The first two are 
more important so far as reading strictly is 
concerned since we learn to read for our own 
individual use •••• We use silent reading 
rather than oral reading in practical life. 
2 
Kelly presented 8 The Kansas Silent Reading Tests" in 
3 
1916, and Courtis published his work in that area in 1911. 
4 
By 1918, when Monroe's silent reading test appeared, 
standardised tests and seales were recognized as useful tools 
for the educator. In fact, ten years later, Monroe reported 
that 1,300 standardized and semi-standardized tests had been 
eatalogued. Many early teste were of doubtful value, but 
with experience in use, criteria have evolved. In recent 
years, only those teats meeting these criteria have been 
accepted for use. 
1 D. Starch, "~e Measurement of Efficiency in Reading," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 6:1•24, January, 1915. 
2 F.J. Kelly, "The Kansas Silent Reading Tests," Journal of 
Educational Psyoholog[, 1:63-80, February, 1916. 
3 S.A. Oourtis~ "Problems of Measuring Ability in Silent 
Reading," American School Board Journal, 54:1?-18, 81, May, 
1911. 
4 w.s. Monroe, "Monroe•s Standardized Silent Reading Teets," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 9:303-312, June, 1918. 
5 W.S.Monroe, et al.,"Res$aroh in Educational Measure," Ten 
Years of Educational Reaeareh,l918-192?,Bulletin No.42. ---
====:#=-=-=-:_..l,tr~!~~1Jfi!~e~~1~-~~-~1inoi~ BUrea~~~d_:_~~a-r_ch,l92~-
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DEJ!'INITION OF TERMS 
Standardized tests. A test is standardized when"(l) 
it is composed of exercises which have been selected in the 
light of current teaching emphasis and curricular content," 
when"(2) these exercises have been statistically evaluated 
as to innate dif~iculty and when the test itself is accom-
panied by norms permitting the interpreting ~f the results 
of pupil reactions to the test in terms of levels of accom-
1 
plisbment." 
High in the qualifications the discriminating user of 
tests looks for are the norms. 
Norms. "The median or average performances on stand-
ardized tests of pupils of different ages or grade placement, 
2 
as determined by the listing of large numbers of pupils." 
Validity. This is most important. "By validity is 
meant the degree to which a test measures what it purports 
3 
to measure." A valid test must also have-
Reliability. "A teat is perfectly reliable when two 
applications of equivalent tests to th$ same pupil yield 
4 
identical scores." 
1 H.A. Greene, A.N. Jorgensen and J.R. Gerberich, Measure-
ment and Evaluation in the Elements~ School. New York:Long-
iiiiiii, Green and Oompany:-T943, P• 1 . 
2 Ibid., P• 620 3 Ibid., P• 625. 
4 William McCall, How to Experiment in Education. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, i923, P• 83. -
9 
.10 
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Usability. F.or practical purposes, standard tests must 
be easy to administer and to score. They must suit the needs 
o~ the local school situation as to both content and cost. 
Proper mechanical makeup is an asset. 
Achievement ~eats. These tests 
are designed primarily to measure the attainments 
o~ an individual or group o~ individuals in a 
school subject or activity as in reading, arith-
metic or history. Most published achievement tests 
are standardised tests. An achievement test may be 
either a single test, or a battery of tests adminis-
tered as a unit but designed to measure achievement 
in several subject-matter fields. 
1 1!. Rinlin, Encyclopedia o~ Modern Education, New York: 
F. Hu.bner and Company, Inc., 1943, pp. 6-7. 
~ ~=-==~==4~~~===-======~=-=-==~=================-=-==-=-=--==-=-======~~=-==·==~====== 
VOCABULARY STUDIES 
In the years following 1915, many tests of reading 
1 
achievement appeared and were widely used. In 1923 Ballenger 
made a study of the number and frequencies of words used in 
some of the more popular tests. .He then compared the re-
sulting lists with the basic vocabulary needs of the child. 
The fourteen tests analyzed had a total of 2,039 dif-
ferent words, and 1,248 running words. There was a great 
difference of vocabulary in the different tests with only 
eleven words common to all fourteen tests. About half of 
the total of 2,039 words have appeared only once in either 
2 3 
the Thorndike or Horn lists. 
4 
In 1943, Stone made a vocabulary study of nine reading 
tests for Grade I evaluating them on the basis of suitability 
1 H.L. Ballenger, "A Comparative Study of the Vocabulary 
Content of Certain Standard Reading Tests," Elementary School 
Journal, 23:522-534, March, 1923. 
2 E.L. Thorndike, A Teacher's Word Book. New York: Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,l93l. 
134 PP• . 
3 E. Horn, "The Commonest Words in the Spoken Vocabulary of 
Chi1dren u:p to and Incl.uding Six Years of Age," The Twenty-
Fourth Yearbook of the Wational Society for the s~~ of 
Education, Part !." -,rloom!Dgton,Illinois: PU6!"1e e oOI' 
PUblishing Company, 1925, PP• 193~198. · 
4 R. Stone, "Validity of Tests in Beginning Reading," 
Elementary School Journal, 43:361-365, February, 1943. 
1.1 
II 
of vocabulary and adequate sampling of words appearing in 
pre-primers, primers, and first readers. Judged by these 
standards, he felt t .hat several of the tests were invalid 
for Grade I. 
Word Lists. Vocabulary lists have been made as a 
result of efforts to determine frequency and to derive suit-
able core vocabularies for basal readers. 
1 
Rom compiled a list of the most common words in the 
spoken vocabulary of very young children; and in 1928, the 
2 
International Kindergarten Union published a list of twenty-
five hundred words most frequently found to be known to 
children before entering the first grade. 
Thorndike's compilation, published in 1931, is the 
most outstanding work of its kind, being based on an investi-
gation of two hundred or more sources. The words are listed 
according to frequency of use. 
l E.A. Horn,~· cit., PP• 193-198. 
2 International Kindergarten Union Study Committee, A Studz 
of the Vocabulary of Children before Entering the First 
Grare7 Baltimore: The Union·, 1928, 36 pp. 
3 E.L. Thorndike, A Teacher's Word Book. New York: Teach-
ers College, Columbia University, 19~ 134 pp. 
12 
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Basing it on Thorndike's list and a survey of children's 
1 
literature, Gates selected ~ list of twenty"five hundred 
2 
frequently used words. Packer likewise arranged a list based 
on Horn's list and the vocabulary of ~en first readers. 
3 
In 1936, Buckingham and Dolch brought out a list of 
ten thousand words taken from other surveys. 
1 A. I. Gates, A Reading Voeabula.ry for the Primary Grades. 
(Revised ~nd En!arged). New York: Bureau of Publ{cations, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935. 29 pp. 
2 J.L. Packer, "The Vocabulary of Ten First Readers," The 
Twentieth Yearbook of the National Society for the s~~ of 
Education, Part II. Bloomington,I1.1inois: Pii'DJ..'rc-sc oo 
PUbitshT:ng Company, 1921, 'PP• 127-144. 
3 B.F. Buckingham and E. Dolch, A Combined Word List. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936. l'lr6 pp. -- --
/3 
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VOCABULARY STUDIES 
1 
Meaning of Words. Monroe stated that children with 
limited vocabularies were unable to grasp meaning; and that 
other children with adequate vocabularies cannot interpret 
relationships of words--and therefore find them meaningless. 
Concern as to the meaning of words was expressed by 
2 
various investigators including Gray and Holmes. 
Teachers of social studies have considered meaning of 
the utmost importance because "verbalism" has been found to 
3 
be the greatest stumbling block to inculcating values. 
1 M. Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read. Chicago: The Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, PP• 99-1~ 
2 w.s. Gray and E. Holmes, The Development of Meaninf 
Vocabularies in Reading, No.~ Chicago: The-trnivera ty of 
Chicago Pl'"ess-;-li'ebruary, 1936, pp. 108~116. 
3 E.B. Wesley, "Diagnosis in the Social Studies," Thirt -
Fourt-h Yearbook of the National Sooietf for the Stu o 
Education. Bloomingto'n, Illinois: Pub i'C"S'ohool u is'.fiing 
Oompany, l935, P• 318. 
1 =-=-==-==--=·-=-=-~--=u=-~-=-=--===--=="-"-=---===-=·-=·--=-==-=·--=-=-=====-=-=-==- -==-- =-==-=======#=c=:==-=-=-=--== 
llf 
Investigations of Reading Vocabularies. Wide investi-
gation of reading vocabularies has been made since about 
1930. Most of the workers have followed Thorndike's lead 
in using frequenc~ as the criterion for a core vocabular~. 
1 
As early as 1921 !acker surveyed ten first readers 
and found a total of 3,541 different words, with the large 
number of 2,048 words appearing onl~ four times or less. 
2 
Silke made a study in 1930 of twelve primers, and re-
ferring to his earlier work, stated that there was a de-
crease of twenty-six per cent in the total number of words. 
Nevertheless, of the less than four hundred words in ten 
books, many were used only once. 
3 
B7 1934, when Gross published her findings on a stu~ 
of ten pre-primers, she reported a total of 393 different 
words with 238 appearing four or more times. 
1 J.L. Packer, ~· cit., pp. 127•144. 
2 E. Silke, "A Comparative Study of ~elve Beginning Books 
in Reading," Journal of Educational Research, 22:369-374, 
December, 1930. --
3 A.E. Gross, "A Pre-Primer Vocabulary Stu~," Elementary 
School Journal, 35:48-56, September, 1934. 
==---=--==-41==== 
l 
HaJWard and OrdwaJ, also working with pre-primers, in 
1937, found a total of only 350 different words in fifteen 
books. 
2 
Hockett and Neeley made an interesting comparison be-
tween the vocabularies of twenty-eight first readers pub-
lished from 1924 tQ 1930 and those found by Packer in his 
early stuay. They located only twenty•eight hundred differ-
ent words as compared to 3,541 counted by Packer in ten 
books. 
3 
Reporting in 1942, stone gave the results of a stuay 
of 10'1 readers published 1930-1931. fhese ranged from pre-
primers through Grade III readers. This extensive survey 
produced a vocabulary list of 2,164 words from a total of 
3~314 different words. 
1 W. G. Hayward and !f .M. Ordway, "Vocabularies of Recently 
Published Pre-Primers," Elementary School Journal, 3'1:608-
617, April, 1937. 
2 J.A. Hockett and N.G. lleeley, "Vocabularies of Twenty-
·Eight First Readers," Elementarz School Journal, 37: 344-
362, June., 193'1. · 
3 O.R. Stone; "A Vocabulary Study Baaed on 10'1 Primary 
Grade Books," Elementary School Journal, 42:452-455, February, 
1942. 
lb 
THE SOOIAL STUDIES 
Definition. 
The term "Social Studies" indicates a field 
composed of such subjects as economics, sociology, 
geography, civics and history. !he term parallels 
the sciences and mathematics, and like them it de-
notes the several subjects into which the field is 
divided. The social studies constitute that field 
whose content deals directly with human relation-
ships •••• For the sake of clarity it is well to 
distinguish between the social studies and the 
social sciences--those bodies of scholarly materials 
which deal with human relationships. Soctal studies 
are those portions of social sciences which have been 
selected for instructional purposes. 
Periods in Social Studies Research. (The term "Social 
Studies" has been used only since about 1916). 
Research in the field may be divided tentatively into 
three periods. From 1890 to 1916, the work dealt with formal 
methods and theories. Between 1916 and 1933, the investiga-
tions were characterized by comparison of methods and an 
over-all objective attempt at unification. Since 1933, 
attempts have been made to evaluate the outcomes beyond the 
informational. Concepts and judgment of values seem to have 
been the main obJectives of all social studies teaching. 
Evolution of the Social Studies Subjects. History was 
the ~1rst o~ the social studies known to be taught. "Scatter-
ed references from ancient and biblical history clearly indi-
cate that the earliest civilized people appreciated the 
civic and religious value of histor7." 
17 
-~~~=~F-============== =='-"'=~- =-='--=-= ==== 
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In America, the first textbook in United States history 
appeared in 1~87. By 1860 four New England states and Vir-
ginia required the teaching of history at some grade level. 
The publication, in 1899, of the Report of the Committee of 
Seven of the American Historical Association, together with 
the requirements of colleges, forced the high aehools to 
give more time to history. By 1910, over 90 per cent of 
the schools offered ancient history and 43 per cent offered 
English history. About 70 per cent of the schools required 
American historY• This emphasis was felt down into the el-
ementary grades, but the elementary grades were the first to 
break away from the routine stories. This occurred follow-
ing the report of the eommiseion on the Reorganization of 
Secondary Education in 1919. The lessening emphasis on 
history has tended to bring about some changes within the 
subject, such as devoting more space to everyday life, in-
ventions, commerce, agriculture, and especially to "recent 
occurrences." 
Civics and Government. Interest in the Constitution 
brought about the development of this subjeot. The structure 
of the Federal government was the subject of main interest 
at first. After 1900, this gave way to the study of the 
functions of the government, and interest in actual community 
activities. The trend continued until the two subjects, 
civics and government were differentiated, and now, content 
trom both have been largely absorbed into American history, 
.l3 
problems of democracy and other subjects. 
GeograPhy• . Before 1800, geography had been concerned 
with navigation and astronomy as a part of natural science. 
Later, geography gradually became not a formal study of books 
and maps, but a science concerned with the earth and its in-
habitants. It is now regarded more and more as one of the 
sooial studies. 
Economios. Back in 183!, when it was first introduced 
into some schools as "political economy", economics was con-
cerned only with the public welfare of whole peoples. The 
texts emphasized definitions, logical structure, and economic 
law in the areas of production, exchange, distribution and 
consumption. Gradually its content has been absorbed into 
many courses involving social issues. 
SocioloSl• About 1911, sociology was introduced into 
secondary schools. It has never been a very popular subject 
as both teaching and texts have emphasized social ills rather 
than the"normal functions of social institutions." Very 
recently there has been a renewed interest in the normal 
functions of these groups. 
Problems of Demooracl• In 1916, the Committee on Social 
Studies recommended that a course be built around problems 
from government, economics and sociology. The course never 
materialized as planned, but various courses integrating 
social and personal problems have evolved. 
.19 
Current Events. This is one of many subjects that have 
oo~e to be considered as among the social studies. 
Present Status. In the elementary grades, there are 
no longer "subjects" in the social studies field. Rather, 
there is a tendency in most schools to cover certain areas 
at the various levels. In th~ primary grades, the areas 
considered are: home, family, school, community, food, 
1 
shelter, clothing, transportation and eommnnication. 
1 E.R. Oarr, E.B. Wesley and W.F. Murra, "Social Studies," 
EncJclopedia of Educational Research. New York: The Mao-
mil an Company, 1950, pp. 1213-1238. 
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TEACHING THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
Grade Placement. In analyzing many social studies tests, 
Kelley and Krey found that placement varied. They believed 
it should follow the natural order of learning in children. 
The Committee of Eight of the American Historical Associ 
2 
ation investigated the teaching of social studies in the 
elementary lower grades and recommended the following place-
ment: 
Grade I Indian life 
Thanksgiving 
Washington's birthday 
Local events 
Grade II Indian life 
Tbankagi ving 
Washington~ a birthday 
Local events 
Memorial Day 
Grade Ill Heroes of other times 
Col1mbus 
Indians 
l!'ourth of July 
In 1935, Wesley wrote, 
No systematic and inclusive study of grade placement 
in the social studies has been made. In fact. the 
problem of individual differences and the lack of 
gradation in the ideas themselves would seem to 
minimize or nullify whatever results might be obtained 
1 T.L. Kelley and A.c. Krey, Tests and Measurements in the 
Social Studies. Bew York: Charles Scr!'bner* s Sons, 1'9"3'4-;--
P• 474. 
2 Retort of the Committee of Eight of the American Historioa 
Assoc atioii:" New York: d'hir!i's ScribnerTSSons. 1909. 
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by such a study. 
The Comndttee of Eight made a notable start in assigning 
levels in the area of United States history. 
2 
Wesley believes that the social studies should have 
horizontal as well as vertical integration so that the pupil 
sees relationship from field to field as well as from grade 
to grade. As narrative materials are said to be simplest, 
they should come first. 
Grading on the basis of words or concepts 
has been suggested and applied to a limited extent. 
One procedure is to accept extant word lists such 
as Ruisland' s snd Thorndike's and assign a number 
of words to each grade level. The teacber would 
then gather the materials and teach the words in 
appropriate context. 3 
In Wesley's opinion, the "theories and practices of 
grading are unsatisfactory in all fields and particularly 
4 
so in the social studies." 
He feels that the analysis of Kelley and Krey offers 
steps in the approximate order of normal development of the 
tl"pical child and should be helpful to his needs. 
1 E.B. Wesley, "Diagnosis in the Social Studies," Thirty-
Fourth Yearbook of the National Societ! for the s~~I ot· 
Etblcation. Blooming:£'in,Illinois: Publ o"'"'Sohool Pu snfng 
Company, 1935, p. 330. 
2 E.B. Wesley, Teaohinf Social Studies in the Elementary 
Schools. Boston: n.c. eath and Company:-lVib, p. 199. 
3 Ibid., p, 206. 
4 Ibid., P• 207. 
Storm has said of social studies that they "comprise a 
bo~ of material that trains for living. They deal with 
problems of human welfare and attempt to teach ultimately 
that society is a cooperative proposition and that each in- · 
1 
dividual is a unit contributing to the ~le." 
The followi»g steps presented by Kelley and ~ey should 
meet the foregoing obJectives: 
1. Thtngs, places, persons, actions and qualities 
2. Occurrences and events in place 
3. Relationships among individuals 
4. Relationships between man and nature 
5. Occurrences in time 
6. Relationships between individuals and groups 
7. Personal and social codes, standards and ideals 
a. Relationships among groups 
9. Events in chronology 2 
10. Relationships between society and groups 
Examination of present-day curriculum guides indicates 
that most schools use activity and experience units as the 
core of teaching social studies in the primary grades. Text-
books still have their place and are considered indispensable 
by most administrators. 
1 G.E. Storm, The Social Studies in the Primary Grades. 
New York: Lyons and Carnahan, 1931. 5~pp. 
2 T.L. Kelley and A.Q. Krey, Tests and :Measurements in the 
Sooial Sciences. New York: Cb8r1es Scribne~'s Sons,1J!4, 
PP• 13, 113-119. 
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Textbooks. It has been said by Wesley that 
textbooks render several ver.y important functions. 
They provi!e logical and appealing organizations; 
they indicate the minimnm content of the subject; 
they furnish a common basis for the pupils; while 
t .he;y seldom blaze new trails they do provide the 
highway for carrying better practices to all schools. 
Their pictures, maps, and other illustrative materials 
are convenient and usually well integrated with the 
context. 
While the textbooks render these services, they 
sh~uld not be regarded as the curriculum. • • • and 
they should be supplemented by other materials. • • • 
The textbooks in elementar,v social studies may 
be divided into four groups: (1) geography; (2)history; ( 3) integrated or fused social studies; _and ( 4) unit · 
booklets on all kinds of topics. • •• 2 
Some of the integrated or fUsed textbooks have 
adopted themes such as community service, developing 
democracy, living together, making a living, or other 
similar ones. This type of book seems well adjusted 
to the interests and capacities of pupils. It does 3 not stress subjects, but themes, topics, or problems. 
1 E.B. Wesley,~· cit., P• 221. 
2 Ibid., P• 221. 
3 Ibid., 223. 
READING IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
In the vast literature of social studies there is little 
about elementary texts, and less available about them as 
supplementary readers. The emphasis in all the research is, 
instead, on vocabulary meaning as an instrument for develop-
ing concepts. 
Learning through Language. "Despite an increased uti-
lization of direct experience, b~ far the greater part of 
all social learning in the schools takes place through the 
1 
medium of langa.age." 
2 
Wesle~ has said, "Skill in finding material must be 
seconded by the ability to read and understand it." 
Again, speaking of special factors interfering with 
progress in the social studies, he lists among the first 
an inadequate vocabulary,. saying 
Next to t~e lack of experience, perhaps the most 
fundamental difficulty in the field is that associ-
ated with word diffieult,r. In fact, experiences 
themselves lose much of their value and significance 
when they are unticketed and unnamed. • • • The in-
adequate vocabulary may be the result of the lack 
of experience. In either ease, an inadequate under-
standing leads to the use of verbalisms, ••• a 
common weakness in the vocabularies of the social 
studies. 3 
1 E.B. Wesley, Encyclopedia of Educational Research. New 
York: The Macmillan Company, IV50, P• 1226. 
2 E.B. Wesley, "Diagnosis in the Social Studies,"Thirtl-
Fourth Yearbook of the Nat:ional Society for the ~ ~ 
Eaiioation. Blooiiii'ngton,I111nois :PubliC ~o~1i'6ll8hfiig 
Compsny, 1935, p. 309. 
3 Ibid., P• 318. 
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Horn expressed the opini~n that 
• • .reading include• those processes that are 
involved in approaching, perfecting, and maintain-
ing meaning through the use of the printed page • 
• • • Reading is so inseparably bound up with most 
of the serious study of social studies that it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to establish the 
place where reading leaves off and only thought 
remains. 
He believes that drill in the mechanics of reading 
will not help unless there is also enrichment of both ex-
perience and language abilities, as well as the improvement 
of thinking. 
While agreeing that vocabulary is an accepted index of 
difficulty, he warns against leaning too heavily on word 
lists, advising that the data should be examined carefully. 
It is his opinion that words of high frequency should be 
compared with the context for meaning, adding that the great 
deficiency in the Thorndike lists is that the various seman-
tic, or meaning varieties of the words are not recorded. 
Summarz of Research. The foregoing survey points out 
many opinions. Except for the fear that vocabularies might 
be so restricted through Grade II that reading in Grade III 
would be very difficult, most of the studies reviewed showed 
a tendency to agree in each area. The general conclusions 
1 E. Horn, :Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies. 
New York: Charles Scffiner' s Sons, f§'37,pp. 151-205. 
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drawn are as fol1ows: 
1. Achievement tests developed as a result of a felt 
need for MOre accurate teacher's marks. 
2. A survey of present-day standardized reading tests 
reveals a great variation in vocabulary, and a 
small percentage of words common to all. 
3. Basal readers show a definite trend toward smaller 
vocabularies. 
4. The core vocabularies of most basal reading systems 
are based on word lists compiled by Thorndike, and 
others, according to frequency. 
5. A wide difference exists between the vocabularies 
of the various basal systems--from pre-primer level 
through Grade II--with a small number of words common 
to all. 
6. The social studies have shown a marked change in 
both content and method, With increasing emphasis 
on human relationships and contemporary events. 
7. The objectives of all social studies seem to be 
to instill concepts, and the judgment of values. 
a. Concepts cannot be developed without understanding; 
therefore, meaningful reading is essential to 
success in the social studies. 
-- ' "":J It!', 
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~. There is no over-all agreement on grade placement 
in the social studies. 
10. Most of the research and texts in the social stud-
ies area are on the secondary, rather than the el-
ementary level. 
11. !here is no research available on the vocabulary 
of primary social studies books in relation to 
standardized reading test vocabularies. 
Since social studies books form a large part of supple-
mentary reading on the primary level, this study has been 
undertaken. 
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CRAP!JR II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
It was the purpose of this stud,J' to compare the vocab-
ularies of ten different well-known standard tests of read-
ing achievement with the vocabulary of the primary social 
studies books of the Curricu1um Foundation Series. 
The main objectives were: 
1. To determine what percentage of words included in 
the tests were to be found in the social studies 
books. 
2. To determine what percentage of the vocabulary of 
the social studies readers was tested. 
~en standard primary reading achievement teste were 
chosen. All were well known and widely accepted, not only 
here, but throughout the country. 
FolloWing are the standard reading achievement tests 
used in this study: 
1. American Sehool Achievement Test 
Publie School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1941•42 
Primary 1 Form A (Grade 1) 
Primary 1 Form B (Grade 1) 
=·=-=-==-======-~==-========~~~~--
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Primary I~ Form A (Grade 2) 
Frimary I I Form B (Grade 2) 
Primary II Form C (Grade 2) 
2. Detroit Reading Test 
World Book Company 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1927 
Form A (Grades 1 and 2) 
Form B (Grades 1 and 2) 
3. Detroit Word Recognition Tests 
World Book Company 
Yonkers-on~Rudson, New York, 1925 
Form A (Grade 1) 
Form B (Grade 1 ) 
Form c (Grade 1) 
Form D (Grade 1) 
4. De Vault Primary Reading Test 
California Teet Bureau 
Los Angeles. California, 1928 
Form 1 (Grades 1 and 2} 
6. Gates Prim817 Reading Test 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1943 
Form 1 (through first ha1f of Grade 2) 
Form 2 (through first half of Grade 2) 
Form 3 (through first half of Grade 2) 
!=========*=-~--===-=-===~-=--~=-========= 
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6. Lee-Clark Reading Teets 
California !est Bureau 
Los Angeles~ California, 1943 
Primer Form A (Grade 1) 
Primer Form B (Grade 1) 
First Reader Form A (Grades 1 and 2) 
First Reader Form B (Grades 1 and 2) 
1. Los Angeles Primar7 Word Recognition Teet 
California Test Bureau 
Los Angeles, California, 1926 
Form I (Grades 1 and 2) 
Form II (Grades 1 and 2) 
8. Metropolitan Achievement Teat 
World Book Company 
Yonkers-on•Hndeon, wew York, 1946W.41 
Primary I Form R (Grade 1) 
Primary I Form s (Grade l) 
Prima.ry II Fo~ R (Grade 
Primary II Form 8 (Grade 
9. Primary Reading Test -- Reilley 
Houghton Miffltn Compsu;y 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1940 
Form A (Grade 1) 
Form B (Grade 1) 
2) 
2) 
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10. Unit Scales of Attainment 
Educational Test Bureau 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1933 
Form A (Grade I First Half) 
Form B (Grade I First Half) 
Form A (Grade I Last Half) 
Form B (Grade I Last Half) 
Form A (Grade II First Half) 
Form B (Grade II First Half) 
Form A (Grade II Last H$.lf) 
Form B (Grade II Last Half) 
The primary social studies books of the CUrriculum 
Foundation Series wbich were used follow: 
Peter's Family - Social Studies Primer 
Hello, David - Social Studies Book One 
Someday Soon - Social Studies Book Two 
All were written b7 Paul R. Hanna and Genevieve Anderson 
under the supervision of William s. Gray, Reading Director, 
Scott, Foresman Company, Chicago. They were chosen because 
these social studies books are part of a modern comprehensive 
reading series widely used at the present time. 
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Procedure. The vocabulary list of new words at the 
back of each book was analyzed and the words arranged in 
alphabetical order. Variant forms, presented by the authors 
as "new words~ were used as such. The number of words was 
entered at the beginning of each list. 
The words of all the tests were arranged alphabetically 
for each form and grade with the numbe~ of words heading 
the lists. 
If the test was for primer, or first half of Grade I, 
only the Social Studies Primer was used. For tests for 
first grade or for last half of Grade I, the primer and 
Social Studies Book One were used. In comparison with tests 
for Grade II, or Grades I and II, the three books --Peter' e 
Family, Hello, David, and Somedaz ~. (Social Studies Book 
Two) were used. 
One work sheet was set up for each of the ten tests. The 
alphabetical list for the book, or books, appropriate to 
each form and level, was compared with the test list. Words 
common to both were recorded on the work sheet. Percentages 
were determined for the number of test words found in the 
social studies books; also, the per cent of the book vocab-
ulary tested. These percentages were arranged in tables for 
esse of interpretation. 
------ -1!===-====""-------- ----
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ORAP!ER III 
ANALYSIS O:B' THE DATA 
The results of the comparison of the vocabularies of 
ten standardised reading achievement tests with the primary 
social studies books of the Curriculum Foundation Series 
were arranged in tables to determine: 
1. The percentage of words included in the tests which 
were to be found in the social studies books. 
2. The percentage of the vocabulary of these social 
studies books that was tested. 
Table I shows the number of words found in each test 
form. The highest number of words was found in the second 
grade level of the American School Achievement Test where 
:rorm II C had 574 words. The :Detroit Word Recognition Test 
for Grade I had only 63, which was the lowest number found. 
3t:) 
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TABLE I 
Number of Words in Each Teat Form 
No. of 
Name of Test Grade Il'orm Words 
1. American School I I A 176 
Achievement i: B 180 
II II A 526 
II B 552 
II C 574 
2. Detroit Reading II A 219 
B 221 
3. Detroit Word I A 64 
Recognition B 66 
c 69 
D 63 
4. DeVault Primar y I and II I 143 
Reading 
5. Gates Primary I and I I 1 373 
Reading (First Half) 2 381 
3 401 
6. Lee ... Clark Read-
i ng (Primer ) I A 91 
fPrimer) B 91 (First Reader) I and II A 211 (First Reader ) B 214 
.,. Los Angeles-Pri- I and I I I 1 29 
mar y Word II 1 27 
Recogrli t ion 
a. Metropolitan 
Achievement I R 238 
8 227 
II R 529 
s 530 
-----
TABLE I (concluded) 
No. of 
Name of Test Grade Form Words 
9. Reilley- Primary I A 278 
Rea. ding B 282 
10. Unit Seales of I First Half A 263 
Attainment I First Half B 257 
I Last Ra.lf A 326 
I Last Half B 33'7 
II First Half A 399 
II First Half B 457 
II Last Half A 412 
II Last Half B 473 
Table II shows the number of new words found in each of 
the readers with the accumulative totals recorded. The total 
number of new words at the primer level is 171; first reader 
level, 195, and second reader level, 225 new words. There 
are 591 new words in the Scott, Foresman Social Studies books 
from primer through second reader level. 
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TABLE II 
Number of New Words in Each Reader with 
the Accumulative Totals 
Reading Level 
1. Primer Level 
Peter's Jlamily 
2. First Reader 
Level 
Hello ,David 
3. Second Reader 
Level 
Someday Soon 
New Words 
171 
195 
225 
Accumulative 
Totals 
366 
591 
Table III shows the number of words common to both 
the tests and readers. The highest number included in a 
single test and the social studies books was 233 at level 
II, Form B, of the American School Achievement Test; Form 0 
of the same test came next with 206 words. The comparison 
showed very few words common to the books and the Detroit 
Word Recognition Test where Form D had the lowest number 
with only 41. Other forms of this test, and of the Lee-
Clark Primer level were also very low. 
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TABLE III 
Number of Words Common to the Social Studies 
Readers and Testa 
:Names of Test and Form 
je=tier1s 
;am!!:v Helfo 1 !>avid: 
Someda7 
~oon Totals 
1. American School I A 20 32 52 
Ac]UeTement I l3 38 28 66 
II A 90 67 54 211 
II B 99 74 60 233 
II 0 82 66 58 206 
2. Detroit Reading A 79 46 18 142 
B 77 46 26 149 
3. Detroit Word A 29 16 45 
Recognition B 31 14 45 
0 27 16 43 
D 28 13 41 
4. DeVault Primary I 63 24 12 99 
Rea din! 
5. Gates Primary 1 85 54 38 177 
Reading 2 93 62 43 198 
3 88 46 31 165 
6. Lee"'"Clark Read-
inf: 
.Primer) A 42 42 (Primer) B 46 48 (First Reader) A 54 26 19 99 (First Reader) l3 56 32 16 104 
7. Los Angeles Primary I 29 15 14 58 
Word Recognition II 30 18 13 61 
a. Metropolitan I R 53 23 '76 
Achievement I S 50 37 87 
II R 76 67 56 199 
II S 81 57 4'7 185 
9. Reilley-:Primary A 69 43 112 
Rea dins B 68 50 118 
TABLE III (concluded) 
Pe~er's He!!o 1 Somedaz !fames of Test snd l!'orm l'aml!z . l5avl! Soon Totals 
10. Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
I (First~ A 73 73 ( Half B 72 72 
I (Last) A 70 49 119 (Half) B 73 46 119 
II (First) A 90 60 38 188 (Half ) B 92 48 41 181 
II (Last) A 91 46 33 1"10 
(Hal f) B 90 52 37 179 
Table IV shows the per cent of teet words found in the 
social stu~ies books. It will be noted that although none 
of the tests have a high percentage of common words, there 
is a wide range between tests; and, in many cases, between 
forma of the same teat. 
39 
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!ABLE IV 
Percentage of Teet Vocabulary Which Is 
Social Studies Reader Vocabular,v 
Test Test and Social 
Name of !eat Form Vooab. stua..nas. Vooab. Per Cent 
1. American School 
Achievement I A 176 52 29.54 
Grade I I :a 180 66 36.6'1 
Grade II II A 526 211 40.11 
II B 552 233 42.21 
II C 5'14 206 35.89 
2. Detroit Reading A 219 142 64.84 
Grade II B 221 149 6'1.42 
3. Detroit Word A 64 45 '10.31 
Recognition B 66 45 68.18 
0 69 43 62.32 
Grade I D· 63 41 65.08 
4. DeVault Prime.r7 
Reading I 143 99 69.23 
Grade I and II 
5. Gates PriJnar7 1 3'15 1'/7 47.20 
Reading 2 381 198 51.94 
Grade I and II 3 401 165 41.15 (First Re.lf) 
6. Lee-Clark Reading 
Grade I Primer A 91 42 46.15 
Primer B 91 48 52.'15 
Gr.I and II 
1st Reader A 211 99 42.18 
let Reader B 214 104 48.60 
7. Los Angeles-Primar,y I 129 58 44.96 
Wo~d Recognition 
Grade I and II II 12'1 61 48.03 
e. Metropolitan Gr. R 238 76 31.93 
Achievement I s 227 8'1 38.33 
Grade II R 529 199 37.62 
s 530 185 34.91 
f!J 
------
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TABLE IV (concluded) 
Test Test and Social 
:Name of Test Form Vocab. Stud. Rdg.Vocab. Per Cent 
9. Re111ey-Primal7 
Reading A 2'18 112 40.29 
Grade I B 282 118 41.84 
10. Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
Grade X First A 263 73 27.76 
Half B 257 72 28.02 
Last A 326 119 36.50 
Half B 337 119 35.31 
Grade II Firat A 399 188 49.62 
Half B 457 181 39.61 
Last A 412 170 41.26 
Half B 473 179 37.84 
The percentages from Table IV are arranged in descending 
order in Table v. The test having the highest percentage of 
words in common with the social studies readers is the 
Detroit Word Recognition Test, Grade I, Form A, with 70.31 
per cent. The Unit Scales of Attainment (First Half), 
Grade I, Form A, is the lowest with 27.76 per cent. 
41 
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TABLE V 
Percentage of Test Vocabulary Whioh Is 
Social Studies Reader Vocabulary 
Test and 
Soc. st. 
Test Reading 
Name of Test Grade l!'orm Vooa.b. Vocabulary Per Cent 
Detroit Word I A 64 45 70.31 
Recom!ition 
DeVault Primary I.II I 143 99 69.23 
Reading 
Detroit Word I B 66 45 68.18 
Recognition 
Detroit Reading II B 221 149 67.42 
Detroit Word I D 63 41 65.08 
Recognition 
Detroit Readins II A 219 142 64.84 
Detroit Word I 0 69 43 62.32 
Recognition 
Lee-Clark Read-
ing Primer I B 91 48 52.75 
Gates Primary Read-
ing-lst Reader I 1 II 2 381 198 51.94 
Unit Seales of 
Attainment-let II A 399 188 49.62 
Half 
Lee-Clark Reading 
let Reader I 1 II B 214 104 48.60 
Los Angeles Primary I.II II 127 61 48.03 
Word Recognition 
Gates Primar,y Rdg. I 1 II 1 375 177 47.20 
Lee-Clark Reading I A 91 42 46.15 
Primer 
(l ' ""'I 
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!ABLE V (concluded) 
Test and 
Soc. st. 
Test Reading 
Name of Test Grade Form Vocab. Vocabulary Per Cent 
Los Angeles Pri- !,II I 129 58 44.96 
marz Word Recog. 
American School II IIB 652 233 42.21 
Achievement 
Lee-Clark Reading !,II A 211 99 42.18 
let Reader 
Reillez-Primary Rdg. I B 282 118 41.84 
Unit Soales of 
Attainment Last Half II A 412 1'70 41.26 
Gates Primary Rdg. 
First Half I 1II 3 401 165 41.15 
Reil1ey-Primary 
Readins I A 2'78 112 40.29 
IiDerican School 
Achievement II IIA 526 211 40.11 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
First Half II B 46'7 181 39.61 
Metropolitan 
Achievement I s 22'7 8'7 38.33 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
Last Half II B 4'73 1'19 3'7.84 
Metropolitan 
529 199 Achievement II R 3'7.62 
American School 
Achievement I IB 180 66 36.6'7 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
Last He.lf I A 326 119 36.60 
American School 
Achievement II IIC 5'74 206 35.89 
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TABLE V (concluded) 
Test and 
Soc. St. 
Teet Reading 
Name of Test Grade Form Vocab. Vocabulary Pe.r Cent 
Unit Scales of I B 337 119 35.31 
Attainment 
Last Half 
Metropolitan 
Achievement II s 530 185 34.91 
Metropolitan 
Achievement I R 238 76 31.93 
American School 
Achievement I IA 176 52 29.64 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
First Half l B 26'1 72 28.02 
Unit Scales o:f 
Attainment 
Firat Half I A 263 73 2'1.'16 
Table VI shows the per cent of words from the social 
studies vocabulary which are tested. While the number of 
book vooabular7 words found in the tests is small, there is 
marked variation in the percentages recorded. In tests o:f 
multiple forms there is also wide scatter. ~he American 
School Achievement Test shows percentages which range :from 
14.21 per cent for Form I A to 34.86 :for Form II c. In the 
Unit Scales of Attainment, the trend is in the opposite 
direction with a high of 42.69 per cent :for Grade I(Firet 
Half) Form A, and a low o:f 30.29 for Grade II (Last Half), 
Form B. 
'li . ., 
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TABLE VI 
Percentage of SoQial Studies Reader Vocabulary T·ested 
Social feat and 
Studies Soc, St. 
:Name of Teat Form Reader Vooab. Rdg. Vooab.Per Cent 
1. American School 
Achievement I A 366 52 14.21 
Grade I I B 366 66 18.03 
Grade II II A 591 211 36.70 
II B 591 233 39.42 
II C 591 206 34.86 
2. Detroit Reading 
Grade II A 591 142 24.02 
B 591 149 25.21 
3. Detroit Word A 366 45 12.29 
Recognition B 366 45 12.29 
Grade I c 366 43 11,75 
D 366 41 11.20 
4. DeVault Primary 
Reading ··I 591 99 16.75 
Grade I and II 
5. Gates Primary 
Reading 1 591 177 29.95 
Grade I and II 2 591 198 33.50 (First Half) 3 591 165 27.92 
6. Lee-Clark Reading 
Grade I Primer A 171 42 24.56 
Primer B 171 48 28.07 
Grade I and II 
Firat Reader A 591 99 16.75 
Firat Reader B 591 104 17.60 
7. Los Angeles-Primary 
Word Recognition I 591 58 9.81 
Grade ! and I I II 591 61 10.32 
a. Metropolitan 
Ach:levement R 366 86 23.49 
Grade I s 366 S'l 23.'17 
Grade II R 591 199 33.67 
s 591 185 31.30 
II 
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TABLE VI (concluded) 
Social !fest and 
Studies Soc. St. 
Name o'f Test Form Reader Vocab. Rdg. Vocab. Per Cent 
9. Reille:v-Pri- A. 366 112 30.60 
mary Reading 
Grade I B 366 118 32.24 
10. Unit Scales o'f 
Attainment 
Grade I 
First Half A 1'11 73 42.69 
Firat Half B 171 72 42.11 
Last Half A 366 119 32.61 
Last Hal'f B 366 119 32.61 
Grade II 
Firat Hal'f A 691 188 31.81 
Firat Half B 691 181 30.62 
Last Half A 691 170 28.'16 
Last Half B 691 179 30.29 
The percentages of social studies vocabulary tested are 
arranged in descending order in Table VII. The highest is 
42.49 per cent for words tested by the Unit Scales of Attain-
ment, Grade I, Form A (First Half}. The Los Angeles Primar:v 
Word Recognition Test for Grades I and II is the lowest, 
testing only 9.81 per cent of the vocabulary of the social 
studies books of the Curriculum Foundation Series. 
TABLE VII 
Percentage of Social Studies Reader Vocabulary !ested 
Test and 
Sec.st. 
Test Reading 
Name of Test Grade Form Vocab. Vocabulary Per Cent 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
First Half I A. 
Unit Scales of' 
171 73 42.69 
Attainment 
First Half I B 
American School 
171 72 42.11 
Achievement II IIB 691 233 39.42 
American School 
Achievement II IIA 691 211 36.70 
American School 
Achievement II IIC 691 206 34. 86 
Metropolitan 
Achievement It R 591 199 33.67 
Gates l'rimary 
Reading 
~- ~ First Half I,II 691 198 33.60 
Unit Seales of 
Attainment 
Last Half I A 366 119 32.61. 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
Last Half I B 366 119 32.61 
Re111ey-Pr1mary 
Readinf · I B 366 118 32.24 
Unit Sea es of 
Attainment 
l!'irst Half I I 'A 691 188 31.81 
Metropolitan 
Achievement II s 691 186 31.30 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
First Half II B 591 181 30.62 
Rei11ey-PrilD8ry 
Readinf I A 366 112 30.60 Unit Sea es of' 
Attainment 
Last Hal f II B 691 179 30. 29 
Gates Primary 
Reading 
First Half I,II 1 591 1'17 29.96 
---- --- ---------
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TABLE VII (continued) 
Test and 
Soc • . St. 
Test Reading 
Name of Test Grade Form Voca.b. Voeabularz Per Cent 
Unit Scales of 
Attainment 
Last Half II A 691 170 28.76 
Lee-Clark Read-
ins Primer I B r11 48 27.07 
Gates Primary 
Reading 
First Half I,II 3 691 166 27.92 
Detroit 
Readinf II B 691 149 26.21 
tee-clar 
Readin~ Primer I A 171 42 24.66 
l>etroit -eaa:ins I! A F)g1 14~ 24.l5~ 
Metropolitan 
Achievement I B 366 87 23.77 
:Metropolitan 
Achievement I A 366 86 23.49 
American School 
Achievement I IB 366 66 18.03 
Lee-Clark Reaa:-
ing 
First Reader II B 691 104 17.60 
Lee-Clark Read-
iri.g 
First Reader II A 691 99 16.76 
De vault Primary 
Read ins 
Amer ican School 
!,II I 691 99 16 .76 
Achievement I IA 366 62 1 4 .21 
Detroit Word 
Reco:Fition I A 366 46 12 .29 
Detro! Word 
Reco~ition I B 366 46 12.29 
DetroiWord 
Recognition I c 366 43 11.76 
Detroit Word 
Recognition 
Los Angeles-Primary 
I D 366 41 11.20 
Word Recognition I 2II II 691 61 10.32 Los Angeles-Primary 
Word Recognit ion I.II I 591 58 9.81 
CRAFTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary. T~a study was made to compare the vocabular-
ies of ten standardized reading achievement tests with the 
vocabulary of the Social Studies Books of the CUrriculum 
Foundation Series, in order to learn: 
are: 
1. What per cent of words in the teats were in the 
vocabulary of the social studies readers. 
2. What per cent of the vocabulary of the social 
studies books was tested. 
Conclusions. The conclusions drawn from the comparison· 
1. There is a wide difference between tests in per cent 
of words common to the teats and the books. The hig~est 
per cent of test words in comparison with the social 
studies books vocabulary was found in the Detroit Word 
Recognition Teat, Form A. The lowest per cent was 
found in the Unit Scales of Attainment (First Half) 
Grade I, Form A, having only 27.76 per cent. 
The Detroit tests showed generally high percentages. 
With the exception of the DeVault Primary Reading test, 
Form 1, which was second with 69.23 per cent, the high-
eat seven all were forms of Detroit teste, either the 
4.9 
Detroit Word Recognition Test or the Detroit Reading 
Test. 
~. oonversel7, the tests showing the highest per cent 
o! social studies tested were the Unit Scales of Attain-
ment Grade I (Firat Half) Forms A and B, testing re-
spectivel7 42.69 per cent and 42.11 per cent of the 
social studies vocabular7. The tests showing the low-
est per cent of book vooabular7 tested were the two 
forms I and II of the Los Angeles Primar7 Word Recog-
nition Test with onl7 9.81 per cent and 10.32 per cent, 
respeotivel7• 
3. Percentages for the number of teat words found in 
the books ranged :from 70.31 to 27 .76. This was much 
higher than the percentages of the book vocabulary 
found in the various test forms where the range was 
from 42.69 to 9.81 per cent. 
4. All of the data indicate that these teste do not 
sample adequate17 the vocabulary of the books. There-
fore, the ten standard tests used in this study are 
not suitable for use Where the Social Studies Books 
of the Curriculum Foundation Series form an important 
part of the reading program. 
----=·~===~===~--=-=-==-==-= 
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Limitations of the Studz. The limitations of the etuay 
are as fol lows: 
1. The sooial studies books wer e supplementary, not 
basal, readers. 
2. The vocabulary of the books was treated as a sep-
arate entity without regard for words already pre-
sented in the basal readers of the series. 
3. All variants of words presented by the authors as 
"new words" were treated as such. 
4. The study was limited to first and second grade 
because there was not avail able a sufficient number 
of widel y accepted standard reading tests with 
forms running from the f irst tbrough the third 
grade. 
Suggestions for further stuay. Because of the notably 
low percentages obtained i n t hi s study, it would be inter-
esting to know the results of: 
1. Extending the comparison upward, beginning with 
the third grade. 
2. Comparing the same tests with other supplementary 
readers of the (same) CUrriculum Foundation Series. 
I 
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APPENDIX 
iii 
Social Studies Primer 
Peter's l!'amily 1'11 words 
a doll in 
all down into 
am duck is 
and it 
animal eat 
are eggs Jack 
at Jane 
ate family Jip 
away farm Jip's 
fast jump 
baby :rather 
ball find kitten 
barn for 
bed four laughed 
big friend letter 
birthday from like 
black fun little 
blue look 
boat get looked 
bow-wow girl 
boy go make 
brother good ma-ma 
bump good-by man 
but Grandfather mew 
Grandmother milk 
came money 
can happy Mother 
oar hard must 
cat he my 
chickens hello 
children help name 
cluck helpers new 
come helping no 
cookies hen not 
cow here now 
home 
Dick hop of 
did horse oh 
dinner house on 
do how one 
dog our 
doing I out 
~~--
pet 
Peter 
pieture 
pig 
play 
please 
pony 
pretty 
quaek 
rabbit 
red 
ride 
rooms 
run 
said 
sat 
saw 
say 
sebool 
see 
she 
sister 
so 
something 
soon 
store 
Susan 
tail 
talk 
thank 
that 
the 
they 
this 
three 
to 
Tom 
too 
toy 
two 
under 
up 
want 
wanted 
we 
well 
went 
what 
where 
white 
who 
will 
with 
works 
yard . 
yellow 
yes 
you 
your 
_,-.. , 
00 
Social Studies Book One 
Hello, David 195 Words 
after dark her nest 
again David Hill next 
along David's him night 
always day hie nothing 
an dear honk nuts 
another Dick's hurry 
any ding-dong old 
apple don't Jane's once 
as door Jill open 
ask · Jim or 
asked eating jumped orchard 
assembly Ellen just other 
ever7 outdoors 
back everywhere know over 
bang 
baskets faster last paint 
be fat laugh painted 
began feeds let park 
behind feet let's party 
bell fell live pasture 
Bill Field looking Patty 
Billy fine lost peep 
birds first lunch pennies 
books five playing 
Brown ny machine pocket 
bumped food made poky 
bunny found melting principal 
bU$ many puppy 
busy galloping may push 
buy give maybe pushed 
glad merry-go-round put 
called going met 
can't Grq Ilia a rain 
carrot green moo read 
city grocer7 morning ring 
color :Mr. road 
CC)ming b el. Mrs. robins 
corn has roosters 
ooul.d head N8.l:J.OY round 
country hear neighbor · running 
helped neighborhood Ruth 
- - "~-- - --
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Sally's 
sang 
sleeps 
sleepy 
slide 
slower 
snows 
some 
splash 
squirrels 
stop 
stopped 
story 
street 
surprise 
swish 
take 
them 
then 
thing 
think 
thought 
time 
took 
Town 
trees 
trip 
trot 
turn 
umbrella 
us 
Valentine 
very 
wagon 
walk 
walked 
way 
wee 
were 
when 
which 
w1J7 
wind 
wish 
woman 
worked 
o4 
about 
afraid 
air 
airplane 
answered 
around 
bag 
baggage 
bake 
bakers 
bakery 
beautiful 
because 
been 
before 
best 
better 
bigger 
both 
box 
bread 
bring 
brought 
building 
built 
by 
card 
care 
catch 
central 
certainly 
cherries 
church 
churches 
clay 
clerks 
climb 
clothes 
compa.ny 
conductor 
cook 
couldn't 
counts 
========~P.-=-==~~-~--
Social Studies Book Two 
Someday Socm 
Daddy 
dare 
dicln't 
doctor 
does 
doesn't 
done 
dough 
each 
earn 
easy 
electricity 
end 
engine 
engineer 
enough 
ever 
far 
few 
fire 
fireman 
firemen 
fishing 
fix 
flap 
floor 
flour 
for 
forget 
fruit 
games 
gave 
getting 
goes 
got 
ground 
grow 
hat 
having 
high 
hooks 
hope 
hot 
hotel 
hungry 
. hurt 
if 
I'll 
I'm 
it's 
John 
Johnny 
Joe joke 
kinds 
knew 
225 Words 
ladders 
late 
learning 
left 
library 
listening 
loaves 
long 
lots 
mail 
matter 
men 
messages 
minute 
mix 
more 
move . 
moving 
umch 
near 
need 
never 
noise 
noon 
number 
nurse 
--- - ~==~-===---c= 
' ... _, .... 
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-----
off slow whisper 
office sloWly wires 
oven small wonder 
O'Wn sooner . wond.erfa.l 
sort won't 
page stairs worker 
paper stamp would 
part start wouldn't 
past station 
Pat stayed yo'lmg 
pay still 
people suddenly zoo 
pick summer 
place switch 
planes 
playgrounds taking 
police tax 
porter taxes 
post taxi 
Pringle teachers 
produce telephone 
protect ten 
pulls than 
that's 
radio their 
railroad these 
ready those 
real through 
really tickets 
rest tired 
rich together 
right told 
toot 
Sam tracks 
same train 
seat travel 
second truck 
seen 
sell until 
send use 
sent 
shoe vacation 
should 
showing wait 
sign watch 
signal water 
sir wear 
sit wheat 
American School Achievement Test 
. ~~ f ·"J 
(176 words) - Primary I A 
'(), 
age earth 
ago east 
live rul.e 
and egg 
loal' run 
ant 
l.ook 
any farm 
lost shake 
farmer 
love n· 
banana. <f·ed·-
:h~~ 
because ff:fed 
mail sit 
become feet 
might six~ ·· ~ 
began fell 
milk' south 
book · fix 
mitten speak 
brown flag 
mix spi~l 
bump frog 
star ·· 
fUnny 
near st·a.rt 
cake 
need stay· 
calf game 
nest stil'e 
called gate 
next · still 
came gave 
ll_ight stor·e ~w:t,ng 
candl.e gay 
candy glad 
only 
catch glass 
table 
clean goat 
peanut take· 
clear grade 
pear tea:ch 
cloud 
pe·ep tliink 
coat hammer 
penn.y · tie"" 
cold hand 
people took· · 
collar h .. 
piano tooth 
ear 
cook · hide 
pie tou·ch 
could home 
pig town 
cradl.e 
pin 
.. . 
cried jump 
please UJ;>9,n 
crow just 
plum 
crowd 
pony wait 
cut kind 
poor wake· 
kitten pretty 
walk 
dear 
pUppy want 
de.sk l.ake 
purple watch 
ding last 
push was 
dish leave 
pussy way-· 
does leaves 
what ... 
dollar left 
rain wheat 
drink Iegs 
ran which 
drum life 
rat while 
duck lift 
read Whip 
dust light 
re·a.ay ·· why · 
· ··-· like 
redbreast wind 
each lily 
reihdeer wish 
eagle line 
ride with 
early lion 
robin .. 
rooster 
.. ,, 
t'~t..) 
American School Achievement Test 
-
Primary I B (180 ~ords) 
again face little sly 
father live soine 
bad feet love stay 
bark fell ster> . 
beautiful fence middle stove 
bed fine miss sugar 
before fire money· sure 
begin five monkey 
behind food mouth tall 
beside fork must talk' 
boy four mut t ·eeth 
brother fox myself tliank · .... 
brush friends themselves 
bug nail these 
butter · garden name they 
buttercup gate thing 
butterfly gather of three 
buy give on tie" 
glad · over till ' 
cage glass OX toaay 
can goes told .. 
canoe going pen touch 
car gold penny town 
care good pet toy 
cart goody pie tr'ied· 
cat grass pig turkey 
catch place turn 
c·ent had · plain 
chair hair plant wall 
chase has play well 
chick heard player tvliich 
chicks heart plum will 
circus 'hen put __ wish 
count here with .. , 
cracker herself rain within 
crept hid rap .. v,rolr 
cried himself ready work 
cross hit red· would 
crow hop ride 
crowd ring 
cry if row 
cut is 
it same 
daisy sang 
day kept saw 
dear key say 
dove kick slioe 
down kiss shop 
draw know show 
shut 
engine left sick 
enough letter sled 
eye light sleep 
-.9 i(j~ 
American School Achievement Test 
-
Primary II A 
(526 words ) 
- --
I 
a brothers describes I'iercel.y 
about busy desire fight 
after by diamond filthy 
air did" :fihii 
all cables difficult :t'ins 
al.low called dinner fire ·-
along calm dirty :fir st 
altogether camp dish - fi'Sh· 
an cap dishes flat -
animal captain disma1 · :t'lour 
animals card distant follow··-
another · care do -- t'ollowing 
-answered car·s dock rood 
any Charles doctor foot 
anything cheerful does :r<>±• 
are c·ent dogs · four~-~-
as cents doing £riena 
asked Chicago · doll frigh~enel 
at children dollar :from 
attempt, chopped door ful'niture 
circus ·-· away doubt 
city dough garden~r 
back clean down gave 
baked clear dowtlhearted gehtleman 
barn clip -- drew girl 
be clipped driYer give 
bears clipping duties gives 
bed close - -- glad"' -
before cloth-- each gloomy 
beggar clouds earth go . 
begin coals early go'es 
begins coarse east gold 
behind coat eat good --
being cold engineer green 
bell colony every--- ground 
best continued everybody-- group· 
between cooked everything groups 
big " corn excuse 
black costs haa --
blossom cot face handfuls -
blow could fact happy 
blows cross family hard- .' 
boards cut far have 
boat :farmer heard 
boats dark :farthing heav-y 
Bobby day · fastehed helped 
book days father her 
boy deep feal'ful here 
boys decide feel - -- hil~ 
bread delicate fellow him deliver his ---bright felt 
brook depart - few hitched 
brother deposit fields hold 
American School Achievement Test - Primary II A (continued) 
home load old robust 
honest logs on rocks 
hooks lonely once room .. 
hope looked one ropes 
horses loOking opposite rough 
hot loom or round 
hour lost others runners 
house loudly our 
how lowering out sad huge outdoors safe 
hungry machine outside said -
hunted made over sailors· 
hunting make· own salesman hurried makes -- same 
making package san.d 
if man pairs sat 
I'm many party - saw immense map passengers scale in Mary ' s pebbles school Indians may people·· scout· 
industrious means perform scouts " into measure permit screaming is medicine picked secure · island men picture securely it Mended piece see 
its mile place send 
minute plant several Jane · mi·ss play sewed 
Japan mixed played shake jeviel morning plays shallov.r 
Jobn ' s most please·· - she' journey mother policeman· sheep --joy move population sheep 's joyful much pos-s ible Ship jumped my pounding shouted 
proceed shut kind name · pulled s ick knock narrow put side 
near signal labor never quiet· · silent ladies new quietly sincere land noisy sii\gle landed none ragged sink·-
large north receipt·-- sister lazy not recreation si·ze leg nothing regu1ar sleds 
length number reindeer slept · 
letter numerous rejoice slowly 
light replied small -· · 
like ocean rides siniling 
likes of' rings Sri:rlth 
little often river so 
live 
living 
American School Achievement Test - Primary II A (Continued) 
softly toy which 
some train while 
something tree whisper 
sometimes trees · whistle 
soon tricks who 
sorry trip whom: · 
south turn width 
speak turns wi11 
spool twice window 
spring two· Wish 
stamp twos wishes 
stand with 
stands uncle woman 
start unhappy women 
steam unhook woods 
step up wool 
stones uproar wora·· 
stop useful words 
stove usually worked 
strange would 
stream very woven 
strong visiting yard 
summer voice yarn 
sun yelling 
swim wait York 
waiting you 
t able walks 
t ables want 
take wanted 
taken was 
teacher washed · 
tell washing 
tells water 
ten way 
tent we 
terrified wear·· 
that weeks 
the well 
their went 
them were 
then west 
things what 
this wheat 
three when 
threw where 
time· whether 
times 
to 
today .. 
together 
told 
took 
tops 
American School Achievement Test - Primary II B 
(552 W9rdS) 
a backs chip 
above banks chipped 
account be circus 
cross bear city 
address bears close 
advance beast cloth 
adventure beating cold 
afraid because contented 
after before contents 
afternoon began cooled 
again behing corn · 
against beside corner 
ahead best correct 
air Betty costly 
a irplane big coste·· 
alike biggest cottGn 
alive bird could 
~11 birds country 
alliga.tor black cousin 
allowed blow cows . . 
altogether bold creature 
among book creeks 
an both crO'tnrd 
anchor boy cr11el 
and boys custom 
animal bread cut 
animals brick 
answered broken dark 
apart building day 
apparent but daylight 
apple buy da.ytime 
:3.re delay 
arm called descent 
around calm a.escribes 
arrowheads came devoured 
arrows Ccutrp Dick 
a s can did 
ask cap different 
asked careless dime 
at carry dimes·-
attend cat · dinner 
attracted catch , dir·ection 
auto cau.ght dish 
autos caves do 
away cents does 
certain dog 
chance dove 
cheap d.oVIlil. 
chicken drink 
children driving 
duri!'l_g 
each' 
·easier 
·eat 
eats 
egg 
e'ight 
encl'Osed 
e~l.n~ .. 
eve~ 
everyone 
exciting 
expensive 
ra.l::r; 
fall 
t'ar· 
farm 
Tast " 
father 
:fearfully 
fed 
:f'e'ed 
feel 
feet 
f'ield 
:t'i'e1ds 
fHircest 
find· 
tinas 
fin'ished 
:fire ., ' .. 
fire iran 
:first 
fish 
five 
flat 
:flies 
flint 
f l y 
:fond 
:rood 
for• · 
fcYrest·s 
:f6rvtard 
fou.nd"-
friend· 
frigbtened 
from 
·rruit 
:f'ull 
1\ .... ,..! . ..., 
t' •. it 
.American School Achievement Test - Primary II B (continued) 
gained it mice p'ackage 
game its milk paiJ. 
games minute 
- ~ . ... .... pa1r 
garbage Jack miss · pala~es 
get Jane moderate pap·er· · 
girl Jane ' s modern paragraph 
girls John · money p·arent · 
give Junior month p'arents 
glad moon paste · 
go keep - momi:n...g past ure 
goes keeper most peek:~·d 
good ke-eps mother penc1l 
grass kind move pe'ople 
ground kinds much pe.riod 
grows know muscle permi'ssion 
must pef's·o:n 
had l adder my p~c~.~~ 
hanging lake p~CnJ.C 
hard land near placed 
harmless large needed play" · -· 
hat last nest playground 
hauled lay new poJ.nt" · 
have leave night policeman 
he 1·eaves nine pond .· 
head length no . . postage 
heart less noon potato 
heated letter not press 
help like now pull. · 
her liked nuts purchase 
herd likes· push 
h ide little ocean pu~ 
him live o 'clock 
his lived of' .CJ,Uickly 
holes lives off 
hollow long o:ften rain 
home look old raised 
horse looking on: ran 
hot lose one 
rap.id · 
hour only rather 
house made open rats 
how ITI.aid opportunity ready 
hungry make or received 
hunt makes orchard red 
hunting man orchards replied 
many ordinary rescued 
I r ·est· 
if' 
may other restful rn:e our 
in means out return 
i nclude men over ride·· 
Indians merchant owls right 
insects met owned road 
into r6hins 
invitation roof' 
is rows rude 
~ 1~1 ~; 
;c*. 
American School Achievement Test - Primary II E (continued) 
safe store up 
said storekeeper usel"ess 
sail stormy usual~y_ 
sale string 
same strolled valuable 
sand suddenly very 
save sunnner visit 
s w SUnday 
say sure wagons 
says Wall 
scented table want· 
school take wanted 
scouts tall was 
sea taste water 
search te·acher waving 
season ten way 
see that we 
seen the week 
selfishness them Vl'ent 
separate then were 
seven there wet ··· 
she these what 
sheep they Wheat 
ship tMngs when 
shore thirty where 
short this which 
show three while 
showed through who 
sdl.ewalks tie whom 
similar time wild 
sixty times will 
skin tired wind 
slow to window 
small together wings 
smith told winter 
smooth tomatoes with ·· 
snowing tomorr ow withdraw 
s ome too wither 
something took woman 
soon toward woods 
speed toys wo·ol 
spoiled tree words 
squirrel trees would. 
stable trip wreck 
stamp turn write 
stamps two wrong 
started 
staying ugliest yard 
steam uncle year 
still under you 
sting unfair your 
stone unselfish 
stood until zoo 
stopped 
American School Achievement Test - Primary II C 
(574 words) 
a 
about 
above 
accomodated 
afraid 
after 
afternoon 
again 
airplanes 
alike 
all 
alone 
along 
also 
always 
America 
ancient 
and 
angi"\J 
anirne.ls 
apart 
appeared 
apples 
are 
arrested 
as 
asked 
asleep 
at 
aunt 
awake 
awaken 
away 
back 
bag 
ball . 
balloons 
bank 
bare 
bark 
barns 
basket 
be 
bears 
beautiful 
because 
belong 
below 
beneath 
bent 
berries 
beside 
best 
Betty 
big 
birds 
bite 
black 
boards 
boat 
both 
bottom 
bought 
boys 
br•ead 
breathlessly 
bright 
·brightly 
brother 
brmvn 
buff 
bulb 
bulbs 
built -
burdock 
burn · 
burned 
burnt 
bushes 
but 
buy 
by 
Byrd 
cake 
called 
came 
can 
candy 
canyon 
carried 
caught 
caves 
Charles 
charred 
cheer 
cheerful 
cherries 
choked 
circus 
clay 
cloth 
clothes 
clouds 
clumsy 
cold 
collect 
color 
Colorado 
colored 
colors 
comes 
compl~te 
cord 
corn 
cotton 
could 
cousin 
covers 
crawl· · 
cruiser 
cut 
cuts 
dance· 
dandelion 
dark 
days 
de·ep 
derrick 
describes 
desire 
did 
different 
dish 
distances 
diver 
divide 
do 
does 
dog 
door 
doors 
a own 
dozen 
drake 
dress 
dried 
drop 
each 
·early 
·earn 
east 
easy 
eat 
eaten 
earth 
Edison 
el'ectric 
eleph'ants 
·enough 
·es·cape 
ev'en 
·evening 
exp.ert 
faced 
:rae tory 
fair 
f'all f·a:r ·· 
f 'athers 
feathers 
feea· 
Teeds 
:f'ee1 
f'emale 
£ew 
:tina· 
finish 
first 
fisli ' 
fishermen 
fishing 
float· 
flower 
flowers 
flows · 
flying 
follow 
following 
food 
for 
forty 
found 
:four 
American School Achievement Test - Primary I I C (cont i nued) 
frigid I male overhead 
from ice many own 
fruit in match 
:fruits insects mat ches pale 
fur interesting means party 
further into measure pe'aches 
is men· peanuts 
garden it merel y penny 
George its mile peop"le 
get miles perhaps 
give Jack minute pet · 
glow Jane mist y picture 
go Joh.TJ. Monday piece 
goes Joint money pieces 
going monkeys -oine ·· 
good keep month place 
grain kept more plank 
grand kick morning planks 
grandfather kind most pla:nted 
grass kinds mountain pla.Titing 
gray knowledge mountains olants 
great narrow play·· gr-ee-n lack hative pleasant ground ladder near poor _ grow lake nearly poorly guest large nine poppy gully lasted night po'ssess leader no · prais·e 
haired leather north pul;Ling 
happy leave not put 
hard J.eft nothing puts 
has length 
·notice .. 
have li:ft nu.-·nber qUality 
he light nuts quick 
heat like 
held likes obey rail 
her little observe railroad 
hers live obtain rainfall 
high l i ved Oct>ber record 
hill look of r ·ed . - . 
him l o-oked old reg ibns 
himself long on i "'• ·co r~_ J.e.J.. 
hire lose once rtemain his low one reme'inber home only rented hot machine op·en result 
hotter machinery opened Richard 
hour made opposite ride 
hours making or riding 
house other rim · 
how others river 
huge our -road·· ·· 
hung out roared 
hut over 
.. -\merican School Achievement Test - Primary II C (continued) 
Robert soon took when 
robins sorry top where 
rock south toy which 
roots speed travel while 
row split tree· who 
spoil trees wide 
sad spring tribe wild 
safe start tricks will 
said stay trip '~iiid 
same steel two window 
sand stem · uncle windows 
stick under . · ... saw w1.ngs 
scars stopped until winter~ 
school strange unusual ~visdom 
second street up - .. - witb. · 
see string upon woman 
seeds stripped llS wood .. 
seemed strong used woods 
seize sudden usually wool 
sell suddenly word 
selling sugar varieties would 
set suminer vegetables 
settle SUU.l1Y vegetation year 
settled supplies very yelled 
seven swift vessels yet 
shape swiftly village yield 
sha.pes swimmer visit you 
she visits 
ship take 
shoes task · wagon 
shore tells \valked 
short than walking 
side that want 
sighed· the warm 
silence their was 
silk them watch 
sizes then watched 
skate there way 
s kates these we 
sky they wear 
sleep thickness weeding 
s lices this weeds 
slow those week 
slmvly thought weeks 
small thread well 
snow three went 
so thro'Ltgh were 
soil thrOVJ west 
sold time wet 
some ti:red what ·-
something to wheat--
sometimes today wheels 
Detroit Reading Test - Form A 
a 
afraid 
all 
always 
an 
and 
any 
anyone 
apple 
around 
asleep 
at 
away 
baby 
baby ' s 
back 
bad 
bag 
ball 
balls 
ba.Tlk 
barn 
basket 
be 
bed 
beds 
big 
Billy 
black 
blowing 
blue 
books 
box 
boys 
bread 
brother 
brmm 
buy 
by 
ca.ll 
came 
can 
candy 
carrying 
cent 
cents 
children 
Christrnas 
city 
closed 
cold 
color 
comes 
corn 
corner 
count~J 
day 
diTlJler 
dog ·· 
dolls 
dovm 
eat 
eating 
enough 
eYery 
eyes 
farm 
fast 
:father 
field 
f'ire 
f'lag 
f'lower 
flowers 
f'or 
four 
fox 
garden 
gave 
get 
girls 
glad 
go 
gold 
grass 
gray · 
green 
growing 
Gruff' 
had 
half' 
hang 
happy 
has 
(219 words) 
have 
he 
helped 
hen 
her 
him 
his 
home 
horse 
house 
in 
· into 
is 
it 
its 
Jack jumped 
kind 
king 
kitt~n 
like 
little 
live· 
lived 
loP..g 
made 
ina..'i<:ing 
man 
Mary 's 
mine 
money 
Mother 
mouth 
name 
near 
new 
nice 
nose 
not 
of' -
one 
our 
out 
pictures 
:Pia~r· 
p1.ayed 
playing 
pretty 
put· 
puts 
rabbit 
raobit 's 
ran 
r·ee~dY 
rea 
ria·e 
rides 
road 
rolled 
run 
s'a:ves 
saw 
school 
see 
set 
she·· 
shining 
sick"· · 
sister 
s:rttin.g 
816\vly 
sii'ow ·· 
soldier 
s·otne 
spot 
spring 
stays 
store 
story 
strong 
summer 
sun 
ne.troit Readir..g Test - Form A 
take 
telling 
ten 
the 
they 
this 
three 
time 
to 
too 
top 
took 
town 
toy 
toys 
tree 
two 
until 
up 
very 
visit 
wagon 
walk 
wanted 
was · 
watch 
we 
went 
were 
when 
white 
will 
wind 
winter 
·dth 
woods 
work 
yellow 
(continued) 
t.-lD 
Detroit. Reading Test - Form B (221 words) 
a dark him on that· · 
all day his one their 
an dinner home open · them· 
and dog horse other there 
any down hot our they 
are - house out this 
a.rour~g each hurt tin 
asked to .. - , .. ... eggs paper 
at every in papers together 
ate eyes into part told 
away is pen too 
f'ast piece took 
baby fat Jack pig toys bad father Jack's pigs trees 
ball fell John place 
balls field just play up bank :fireiiiAD. playing basket firemen keys plays very .. bat five kind p·oor bed flag · kitten pretty wagon big flowers put wc,it birds food laughed walk black .. for learning ran was blue f'rom like red v;atch boat funny lilies ride water book little riding way box game lived running we boxes garden lives went boy get long said wer·e boys · gets loved saw when 
brown go school white 
by goin..g made s·ee will 
win· '> gold man sells 
cake good Iv!ary she wina"ov1s 
came grass Mal"''J ' s sick v'linter 
care gray men sled with. 
cents grew might. sleeps without 
chicken grow minded snow working 
children money snowing 
cleen had morning some yard 
coat hand Mother store you 
cold · happy must street 
corning hard strong could has nice sweet 
country have no 
covered he not take 
cross head takes crying helped of talk cut helps off tall 
herself old ten 
Detroit 'Nord Recogni tion 
Test - Form A 
(64 words) 
a 
and 
apple 
apples 
balls 
bear 
bed 
big 
bird 
bird's 
bl ack 
boy 
bread 
buying 
can 
children 
corn 
door 
dovm 
eating 
father 
fire · 
:flying 
for 
girl 
giving 
going 
ground 
her 
hill 
his 
horse 
house 
in 
into 
king 
leaves 
little 
making 
man 
milk 
mother 
of 
on 
ones 
over 
playing 
rain· 
running 
slB:ging 
sleeping 
some 
telling 
the 
three 
to 
tree 
two 
under 
up 
walk 
water 
white 
with 
Detroit Word Recognition 
Test - ·Form B 
(66 words) 
a 
an · 
and 
apple 
ball 
balls 
bear 
bed 
big 
bird 
black 
boy 
boys 
bread 
buying 
can 
children 
corn 
come 
door 
down 
eating 
father 
fire 
flying 
for 
girl 
girls · 
giving 
going 
ground 
her 
hill 
hfs 
horse 
house 
in 
into 
king_ 
l.eaves 
little 
inah 
making 
milk . 
mother 
of 
oh 
on·e· 
over 
playing 
rain 
singing· 
sleeping 
some 
telling 
the 
three 
to 
tree 
two 
under 
up 
walking 
water 
white 
with 
Detroit Word Recognition 
Test - Form C 
(69 words) 
a 
after 
an 
and 
apple 
apples 
around 
at 
ball 
bed 
big 
bird 
blowing 
book 
books 
box 
boy 
bread 
carrying 
children 
coming 
drink 
eating 
egg 
eggs 
father 
flowers 
flying 
for 
from 
girl 
her 
hill. 
his 
horse 
house 
in· 
into 
leaves 
looking 
making 
man 
milk 
mother 
of 
oh 
one 
over 
playing 
putting 
rea.ding 
running 
sa.~ling 
school 
singiP..g 
s11'211 
some 
sun 
table 
the 
to 
top 
train 
tree 
two 
Detroit Word· Recognit ion 
Test ;;.; ·Form D 
(63 words) 
a 
after 
and 
at 
oall 
bed 
bird 
birds 
blowing 
book 
boy 
bread 
cans 
children 
corn 
dov.rn 
dress 
drink 
_eating 
father 
f'lyir..g 
for 
girl 
girls 
going 
hand 
happy 
her 
his 
horse 
house 
in 
·Ieave·s 
little 
long 
making 
man 
mother 
o"f' 
oil 
over 
pretty -· 
put_ting 
rain 
ride 
running 
sawing 
singing 
sitting · 
sleeping 
some 
taking 
the 
to 
tree 
two 
under 
watch 
water 
white 
windt ··· 
window 
with 
DeVault · Prima~J Reading_ Test - Form I 
(143 words) (Grades I and II) 
a :fast little some 
again :feet live sometimes 
along fish log· SgHirrels 
and fit :t.o~ ston 
are :flag sun· 
asked f'lew make swim 
:r~y · man •·. as 
away :fOUl' money tails 
Tor moon thank 
ball found mother that 
bear fox· mouse the"· 
bears frog mouth theh· 
bird full :Mr. three 
birds to·· 
black girl neither today 
blue girls nest tr·~·e · 
box give new trees 
bread go ho two 
goat nor 
came grass not v,erY, 
can grow 
cat on want~· 
chickens has · once wanted 
children have one was 
coat he other wa't'er 
could her well 
horses pi ant were day house playing what 
did houses put wheat 
do how - 'Where 
does hungry ran \vho dog rabbit whY ... dogs I rabbit ' s wings 
doll in· rest with 
into wooas 
ears is said \vork · 
eat it sat would 
eggs say 
know school yes 
she you 
sheep young 
sing 
so 
- ... , l'l 
c~)'.t. 
Gates Primary Reading Test - Form I (373 words) 
a clock find hour 
across closed finding house 
again clothes first how 
an cluck five hung 
and coat fix 
apple cock flag r 
apples cocoa floor if 
are colt fly in 
asked cook flyi!"'..g ink " 
automobile corn f'oot into 
corner for · is 
baby cover fork it 
back c·ow . . .. four 
badly cross f'ox · Journey 
ball crow frog jump 
band f'rom 
bank dark full keep 
bark daughter key · 
barn dirt ganie king 
basket dirty gates kite ... 
be dish · get kitten 
bear divide go knife 
bed do goat 
bell dog goes lady 
big dog's gold lake 
bird doll got last 
block donkey ground leaf 
blow door grow leave 
boat draw left 
bottle dress had letter 
bow drive hair lie 
box drop hand lies 
boy dropped hands lifts 
butt,er duck has light 
buy hat like 
by ear have likes 
eats hay liking 
can eating he lily 
candy elephant head line 
ca.p eye near lip ····· 
car hen little 
cat face her live 
cents falling here l'ives 
chalk fan hide loaf 
change fans · hill long 
child farmer his look 
children fat· · hold - lost 
clap father holding 
clean feet hook 
cleaning fight hot 
(:·15 
• ..I 
Gates Primary Reading Test - Form I (continued) 
made poor soldiers toy 
maid pretty some train 
make princess song tr·ee 
makes put soup trees 
man South try 
may rain stair twelve 
meat rained stand two 
men ran stands 
mice rats star under 
mile read starts up 
money red · stay 
more ride stick wagon 
mother river stop walking 
mouse road store walks 
nru.st rock story wall 
roof st·ove- want ·· . 
nail room street wanting 
name root strong warmer 
near run suit was 
new running sun water 
next runs way 
not table vvays 
said take went 
of' sand talk what ·· 
office saw talked wheat 
on say tall wheel 
one see teacher when 
only sea tell where 
open seven tells which 
out shall tent whil'e 
over shirt thank white 
shop that who pair shot the - wind · pan should . there window paper showing these winds peaches shows they woman pears sign thing wood · pencil silk things wo-odpecker person sit think word pick sits this wore picture skate three \r.fould pies sleds throw write pig sleep tie writing pink sleeps time place slow to you playing smell told young pleasant smile took your poison smokes top policeman snow town 
Gates Primary Reading Test - Form II 
(381 words) 
a 
again 
all 
always 
an 
and 
are 
asked 
automobile 
away 
baby 
back 
bag 
ball 
balloon 
bank 
bark 
barn 
be 
bear 
been 
before 
bell 
between 
big 
bird 
bite 
black 
bloom 
boat 
book 
box 
boy 
brave 
bring 
brovm 
build 
bump 
bumps 
bunch 
burn 
buy 
by 
cage 
cake 
call 
came 
camp 
can't 
card 
care 
cart 
cat 
cent 
change 
chee·se 
cherry 
child 
children 
church 
clang 
clock 
comb 
come 
cook 
cool 
corn 
cotton · 
country 
co'tJer 
cow 
cows 
crayons 
crying 
cup 
dance 
dark 
desk 
did 
digS 
dish 
ao · 
d6g 
doing 
doll 
dolls 
down 
draw 
dress 
drink 
drinking 
drum 
ducks 
eat 
eating 
eats 
egg 
eggs 
elephant 
every 
eyes 
fair 
fairy 
family 
fanning 
fans 
:farmer 
faster 
:fastest 
father 
feathers 
f ·efed 
feel 
few 
field 
:fields 
find 
fire · 
first 
fish 
five 
flag 
flour 
flowers 
fold 
for 
four 
frog 
from 
geese 
girl 
go 
goat 
goes 
good 
grade 
grass 
green 
had -
hammer 
hand 
ha..Tl.dkerchief 
hands 
hard 
has 
he ·· 
head 
help 
hen 
her 
here 
hiding 
high 
hill 
him 
his 
hit 
hits 
hold 
horn·· 
horse 
hot 
hour·· 
house 
houses 
how · 
hungry 
hurt 
I 
if 
in 
i nto 
is 
it 
its 
kind 
king 
kit'chen 
kite· 
kitten 
know 
lake 
lamb 
lartd 
large 
·last 
lay 
lays·· 
leave 
left 
leg 
let 
lights 
·~~. ·-(".)' 6' 
Gates Prima.ry Reading Test 
-
Form II (continued) 
like page said toy 
likes pail sand toys· 
line pair saw tra·in 
little pairs school tree 
live pan· sea turh ·· 
lives paper sew turned 
look t>art sews turns 
looking passed sne · two 
lost pens should -
lunch picture show·· under 
piece showing 
made pig sho·ws ver:~ 
mail place side 
make plain s inging wagon 
man play sister walk 
many playing sit walking 
mark policeman skate vialks 
marks porch skips wall 
ma.rch pot sleeps want 
matches prince snow was 
me pull soap wash 
met pulls soldier watch 
milk pumping some water 
milking pumpkin south way 
miss punches st ate went 
money puppy stick viere 
monkey put store what· 
month street 'ljlrhei"'e 
morning rabbit swim vrhich 
mother raining swimming white 
mouth rat swing 1t!h0 
my rather why 
real table wife 
nails reading takes will 
napkin rides talk wind 
near riding teacher windovv 
neck right ten wing 
need ring than winter 
nice rings that wish 
not river the wisher 
road then 'Nith 
of robin these woman 
old roll they woodpecker 
on roof thing word 
o:?.1e rooster t his write 
orange rope to 
out run told you 
ovm running took young 
your 
--... -". 
(~p.c::• 
Gates Prima.ry Reading Test - Form III (401 wo_rds) 
a cabbage door grapes 
airplane cag·e draw gr ass 
all cake dress green 
almost calf drink grow 
alone call drinking guess 
an came dr'Uin 
and captain duck had · 
anirml carrots hall 
apples cat each hand 
are caterpillar eagle has 
arm cart ears hat· -
arms cent eat have 
asleep cha.:n...ge eats hay 
at cheese eggs he 
ate chick elephant heh 
chicken encl her · 
baby chicks engine here 
back children eye niaing 
ball chirrmey ·- him 
band Christmas :face his··· 
. ~ .. 
bank circus factory holding 
bark city f'air".f home · 
barn cleaning family honey 
barns climb 'father hop · · 
basket climbing feet hc>r se 
bat climbs fill hors·es 
beautiful clock find hous·e··· 
bed close fine hungry 
before cloth fire 
bell coat fi sh I 
best come five in 
big corn flag into 
biggest corner flies is 
bird cow flower it 
black cradle flowers 
boat cried fly jar 
book cross food just 
bookeeper crow for 
bottle cup fork kitchen 
bows cut four kite· · 
box fox kitten 
boy daisy f:t•om knew 
brave dance full 
bread den funny lamp 
bringing dig late 
broken dirty garden laugh 
broom do gate leaves 
bunch doctor gave letter 
butter · does geese lettuce 
buttercup dogs gir l like 
by doll give likes dollar · go line 
dolly do at lion 0 • donkey goJ.n.g lip 
··, ') o;: 
Gates Primary Reading Test 
-
Form III ( ro ntinued) 
little pair sail talk 
teacher . . live pan Santa 
lives papa .. says telephone 
log paper se·es .that 
look park · shake t h'e .. 
looking peanut she· their 
loss peanuts ship th·enl' · 
pea~s shoe there 
made pen sho\v these 
mail pencil silver they .. 
make penny s ister ' thing 
makes person sitting things 
making picture sits think 
man pie skate this 
meadows piece sled thohght 
milk pig sleep three 
money pigeon smell tiger 
monkey pin smile to 
moon plant smo:te toy 
mo~e plums smoking toy's 
mother policeman snows tree 
mouse pony some trees 
must potatoes something 
pretty soon unde!' 
nail prince splash uses 
nama pumpkins spoon . . 
neat pupil spring wagon 
nest puppy squirrel wall' 
nice put squirrels wanted 
nickel stand warm 
night queen standing was 
nine stay wash ... 
nose rabbit stick wat'ch 
not rabbits stocking waves 
raises stockings wha:t 
of reading stone were 
office ride stop wheat 
old rides stove wheel 
on riding sugar when 
once ring suit white 
one road·- swallow who· · 
only robin s'i.~eater wigwam 
orange rock sweet wing 
oranges ro11···· s\rlm winter 
out · rooster swimming wish 
oven rope sw~ng wolf' 
over rose wood 
oxen run table work 
rt1nning tail works 
page runs take would 
paint . takes 
yellow 
you 
Lee-Clark Reading Test 
Primer - Form A 
(91 words) 
a me 
an met 
and mice 
at milk 
mottth 
ball must 
bj_rthday Tir;/ 
black 
blue not 
boy 
breakfast old 
brings on 
out 
cake 
can pail 
candles papers 
children party 
play 
did playhouse 
dog pretty 
draw put 
eggs ran 
read 
f'eet red 
f'oot rides 
:for right 
rooster 
girl run 
good 
said 
help sand 
her says 
him six 
horse some 
house spade 
ice 
in 
is 
Jack 
Jane 
kitty 
like 
little 
mail 
make 
man 
may 
Terry 
that 
the 
then 
they 
this 
thought 
through 
throws 
to 
toast 
under 
wagon 
want 
was · 
went 
wish 
with 
work 
.:.:lf)-
, ,.J '• 
Lee-Clark Reading Test 
Primer - -Form B 
(91 words) 
a -- mail 
am make 
and fu&'1 
at may 
me 
birthday met 
black niice 
blue milk · 
boat mouth 
boy must 
breakfast my 
brings 
not 
cakes 
can old 
candles on 
children out 
did pail 
dog papers 
draw party 
play 
eggs playhouse 
pretty 
f'eet put 
foot 
f'or ran 
red · 
garden rides 
girl right 
good run 
runs 
help 
her said 
him send 
horse says 
house six 
some 
ice spade 
in 
is 
Jack 
Jane 
kitty 
like 
l ittle 
Terry 
that 
the 
then 
they 
this 
thought, 
through 
throws 
to 
tog at 
under 
wagon 
want 
was 
went 
wish 
with 
work 
·· . '" Jit;,., 
Lee-Clark Reading Test ·· -First 
(211 words) 
Reader - Form A 
a dead in package take·s 
about doll is party taste 
afraid dogs it pigs t ·eeter 
again Donald pink ten· 
an draw Jack planted that 
and dream jun'Ip playground the 
animals duck jungle please --· - their 
another postmaster·· then 
anything ears kitty post office there 
at eat knew put three 
ate egg threw 
automobiles eggs last rat tired 
·elephant let red to 
baby elephaTlts letter robin toys 
banana liked roll t·oy 
barked farmer likes rolled tr·aps 
bath feathers line tree 
big feet listened said trunk 
bird fight little sat try 
birds first live seed .. turn 
. . 
black flew seeds tvielire 
block floor made shelf' two 
blow flower mail shoes 
blows for · make showed under 
bow-wow found hian sick 
boy from many slid. 'or arm 
breakfast mice slide was 
brook girl milk snoW' washed 
brovmies grass mother soldiers· wate'I· 
great much something weeks 
calves green mud sometimes went 
came grew song· · were 
cap grow n·ear sorted when 
carried ne.ed squealed while 
cat had nest squirrel white 
cents hand never squirrel ' s will · 
chicken: · happy nose stamp window 
choo-choo has not stamped wise 
churn hay steps worms 
clLnbed he of sticks 
cloth hen off store yellow 
coat here old strong 
cotton hid on SLv~ 
curly hide once S1Jj;Pf?~r 
hill open sviim 
hold other 
how .. Ot1t 
hu_Tlgry over 
hurry 
hurt 
- . -.. 
. ,;:j~j 
Lee-Clark Reading Test First Reader Form "D J....) 
(214 words) 
8. dog hurilming package takes 
about doll~ hung paper talk 
afraid Donald hUI1c,D'rY party teeter 
again drank hurry peeped ten 
airplane draw hurt pigs that 
an dress pink · the 
and ducks in playground their 
animals into please they -
~l'lother ears is poor thing 
anything eat it postmaster thread 
at egg post of'fice three 
ate eggs Jack put tied 
el·ephant J~'l1e to 
ball eyes jumps ran toy 
banana re,t toys 
ba.'l1k farm·· kick red train 
barked faster kitty river trunk 
began fed robin try 
big feed let roJ.l turned 
bill fie\'i lett.er running twelve 
bird flower letters two 
birds fiightened liked said 
bites from line sang under 
black full little Santa 
block live sat visit 
blow girl saw 
blows grass made seeds walked 
bow-wow great make she wanted 
boy green ma.'l1 shel:r ·· warm grew .. .... bread rr.any sh6Vtred was 
bright grow mice sick washed 
butter milk sleep water had mill slide weeks 
.. 
calls hand mother snake weighed 
c&lle has mouth snow went 
carried hatch much some were 
cat he something when 
cents hen nest sometimes While 
chickens her night sort·ed wise 
choo-choo here spoon: · with hid churn hide of' squirrel ' s clock him of'f sta.:mp cloth his on stayed 
coat hold open steps 
comes holes opened store 
cotton horn other supper 
cows horses out swim 
cream how 
Los _t,ngeles Primar"'J 11!ord Recognition Test - Form I 
(129 words) 
about fish pan table 
along five penny telegraph 
a.mon_g fork piece terephorie 
apple :four pig -- temporar-y 
around :frog plant tehden~.Y 
funny plant~d thing 
ball play thorough 
bear girl please though 
behind go pound thoug"tlt 
believe goat pretty three 
big good promise through 
bird ground public ti' ain 
blossoms purchase tree 
blue had purpose 
book happy very 
boots hardly rabbit 
bring has ran want 
brought hasten red war 
butterfly hat rolled was hen round went 
came his run what 
cat house where 
chair hungry sat11e vrhich 
chimney saw. who 
clock inclose scare ~lith 
come include scatter would 
could increase scrap 
cow indeed scrape 
cup Indian seven 
sharp 
kin_g dog shoes· 
donkey kite should knife shoulder 
egg sing 
even mouse soap 
ever some 
every owl sound 
sp·oon 
spring 
square 
squirrel 
stove 
Los .l\.n_geles Primary Word Recognition Test - Form II 
(127 words) 
about :five monkey table · 
along :flag mouse teleg·r aph 
among :flower telephone 
around flying nest temporary 
:fork tend en<??: 
baby four owl thihg 
ball :frog thorough 
believe pan thougnt 
big girl penny through 
bird go piece tree 
blossoms goat pig .. two 
blue good plant 
boat ground planted very_ .. book play 
bottle had please wagon 
boy happy pound want 
bring hardly promise war 
brought has public was 
hasten purchase watch 
ce.me hat purpose went 
chair hen what 
chimney his rah where 
come horse red which 
could house rolled who ·~ .. 
hungry round window 
dancing run with 
dog inclose run.. "'ling woman 
i nclude would 
eating increase same writing 
even indeed saw 
ever-:1 scare 
king scatter 
knife scissors 
scrap 
ladder seven 
letter should 
lion shoulder 
sing 
six 
soap 
some 
sound 
spoon 
spring 
sqUirrel 
swim..ming 
. . ) .. 
'-'0 
Metrop6litan Achievement Test (Reading) 
Primary I Battery - Form R (238 words) 
a deep hid orange table 
airplane deer high our takes 
all dip him own talking 
and dish his tall 
ani male dog hit package tell 
apple doll hook pair the 
apples door horn pan them 
at dress horse party there 
away drink house peaches these 
ear how peas they 
baby egg hungry people this 
ball enter pets three 
banks · ill pieces thl:•ow 
basket f'ace . in plant today. 
bath fair is plate tray 
bear far play · turtle 
bed farmer jam pretty ·· two 
bee father Jane pulling 
beets find jar puppy ugly 
before finding job purple under 
bell fire jump 
belQ',r: fish rat 1ta.liey 
bird fished keep rings vegetable 
black fishing kettle rough 
boot five key round wagon 
both flower waiter 
bowl fooa large scissor$ walk 
box f't>ot learn seat · walking 
bread for leaves seven wa~l 
lesson several war .. 
cabbage gat·e letter she warm 
cabb2ges girl lily sheep was 
cake give listen shining wash""' 
can go look shoe waste 
candles goat lovely shoes v1ater 
candy gold low short weed 
cane gone sighs what · 
car good man sings whee·I 
carriages map slices where 
chair hair may sly wide· · 
chasing ha.ni money small willow 
child hand moon smiling window 
coat happy mother some winning 
come having soon wisli 
cook he night sound wished 
corn heavy nose soup with 
cow help nuts spoon wolf 
crowd her sqliirrel woman hers OJ:' . . wonder cup ...... stars 
cuts oil step 
on sticks 
one stones 
only stop 
stove 
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Reading) 
Primary I Battery - Form S (227 words) 
a 
above 
across 
af'ter 
again 
al~rays 
a.m 
and 
animal 
apple 
apples 
apron 
arm 
asleep 
at 
away 
baby 
ball 
band 
bark 
barn 
basket 
befor-e 
beside 
big 
black 
blue 
boat 
book 
bottle 
bowl 
boy 
branch 
brass 
bread 
bridge 
bring 
brown 
brush 
bunch 
bush 
by 
calf' 
came 
camel 
card 
care 
cart 
catch 
chair 
chicks 
child 
children 
church 
city 
cold 
cook 
cottage 
dark 
dash 
digging 
dog 
dress 
eati!'l..g 
eggs 
every 
f'ar· 
f'arm 
farmer 
:fat 
fence 
:flag 
flew 
flower 
:flowers 
foot 
f'oi1r 
fox 
fresh 
fruit 
fruits 
game 
gave 
girl 
girls 
give 
gives 
gloves 
goin_g 
grass 
green 
had 
hand 
hang 
hard 
harm 
has 
hat 
have 
he 
head 
hear 
held 
her 
here 
high 
his 
hits· 
horse 
ice 
in 
is 
it-
jacket jump 
keep 
kind 
kite· 
kitten 
lamp 
land 
large 
late 
lit.tle 
lunch 
might 
milk 
mine 
new 
newspaper 
nice 
night 
nine 
nuts 
of' 
paint 
paper 
park 
pencils 
pl ate 
play 
pot 
queen 
rain 
rains 
ran 
ribbon 
ring 
rings 
road 
robin 
rocks 
run 
sail 
sang 
school 
scratch 
search 
s·ee 
sew 
shall 
she· 
shoe 
shoes 
shone 
sighs 
sign 
sing 
sir 
sirs 
s ix 
small 
smooth 
snow 
sold 
some 
son 
song 
spill 
splash 
spoon 
squirrel 
stand 
star 
stars 
start 
stay 
stili 
sto~king 
stone·s 
stories 
stqry 
sun 
table 
take 
teeth 
that 
the 
them: ·-
there 
they 
thih .. 
thinks 
those 
three 
to· · 
tree· 
turkey 
under 
unless 
until 
very 
watch 
we 
were 
when 
where 
who·· 
will -
window 
winter 
With 
word 
work 
young 
yours 
" ' ) 
:Ud 
Metrop6litan Achievement Test (Reading) · 
Primary II Batterr.r - Form R (529 words) 
a boat chief · drives go 
about book chiefly dry gone 
accident boot child drying good 
afloat bottle children got··· 
af'ter bottom China early· graih 
afternoon box Chinese Easter Grac·e· 
a.f'raid boy Christmas eats grapes 
ago boys circus eggs gray 
air boy's city ene.bles green 
Alice bO'VT clean enemies growth 
am bovr-wow climbed envelop 
and bread· clock ·even · had 
animals breakfast cloth ·everting handle 
another bring coal · every hands 
apple brook coasted has 
apples brooks coasting fall hat· 
are brother cocoa - falls have 
arm brought collected false ha~}r' 
as brown collie families hayfield 
asleep brush come farm he 
at build cooked farmer head··· 
avoided bunny cOol farms healtnier 
away burned corn fast heated 
burning cotton Father Helen 
back but could. fell helped 
bake butcher country felt Henry 
baked butterfly courteous fields her 
ball . buy cousin 'find here 
balloon buys covered fmre hid" 
banana by curtain fires hide .. 
bark cut 'first hid"ing 
barn cage fish bigh 
barrel cake damp fishing him 
bead called danger five Jiis 
bears can dangerous floor liog 
beasts· candle dark flowers home 
beautiful cap dash fly hooa· · 
because car day foam hottest 
bee careful days food hound 
before carpet death for house···· 
bell carried decided f'ou.nd houseboats 
Ben carries decks fountain h01!fl 
bench carves deep from huts 
big cat defend fruit 
bird caught dirt I 
birds cave doctor garden ice 
bitter caves does generous if 
black cellar doesn't George igloos 
blindness chair dog · get 
... in 
blOSSOJTI..S chalk doll giants inf'ant 
blow chase dollar girl into 
blue cheaper door glad is 
cherries Dot gloves it 
chicken 
: ,{ .. "·~ 
Metropolit~~ Achievement Test (Reading) -v-.~1 
Primary II Battery 
- Form R (continued) 
Jack miss planted · skin three 
Jane more planting skip tine 
Janie moss play ··· skirt timid 
Jill most played sled tiny 
John Mother plenty slow tc> jumped mouse plum snow toes 
June rmlCh poem so Tom 
Ii".J police some too 
keep polite someone took 
kept na.me pony song tool 
kill Ired praised soon top· 
ki:n..g nest preserver sorry torcn·· 
kite 1ieV1spaper pretty soup towers 
kitten next Prince sour traiier 
knew night protected spanked traln 
known no pulls spring tree ·· 
noise punished sprinkled trees 
Laddie noon pupil stamp trousers 
lamb not put start tube 
lamp nurse stay turnip 
land quiet still two 
landlord of' stole 
la..~tern of'f radish stone until 
late on rains stones us 
layer once ra11 stood up 
lemonade one rapidly story used 
letters open rather stove 
lettuce Orange reached student 
life our read sugar 
lighted out rent·· summer 
lion o•Ten rides sweet 
live overboard ring svvim 
living rivers 
long paint road table 
look pan robin take 
loud pansy rock tall 
loves paper rug taste 
park run teacher 
machine party runs Ted 
made peaches Ruth tell 
magazine peat tells 
man pen saa: tents 
many pencil safe than 
marble peo})le sa.f'er Thanksgiving 
March Peter sail that 
marriage picnic s~tys the 
Mary pie school their 
me piece scolded them 
meat pig seeds the!!lselves 
medicine pillow seven then · 
men place she there 
milk places shoe· they 
mine plains short thing 
miaister si et this si~er those 
Metropolitan Achievsment Test (Reading) -
Pri~ry II Battery - Form R (c~ntinued ) 
wading 
wagon 
warm 
was 
washed 
watch 
watchman 
water 
watered 
we 
wears 
went 
were 
wetter 
wheel 
wheels 
when 
where 
which 
white 
who 
whole 
wide 
wild 
will 
window 
wing 
winter 
with 
wood 
woods 
wool 
worse 
would 
yard 
1.UO 
Metropolitan Achievement -Test (Reading) 
Primary II Battery - Form S __ ( 530 words ) 
a 
about 
according 
ago 
air 
airplane 
airplanes 
alert 
Alice 
all 
almost 
alone 
always 
a.-·n 
America 
an 
and 
imne 
apple 
apples 
apron 
are 
around 
at 
ate 
attract 
aunt 
automobile 
away 
baby 
baker 
ball 
ba"'ld 
bark 
barrel 
be 
beans 
bear · 
because 
becoming 
bed 
before 
being 
bell 
best 
Betty 
beyond 
bicycle 
big 
Bill 
Billy 
bird 
birds 
bites 
blues 
boards 
boat 
Bob 
books 
bought 
bow 
boy 
branch 
bread 
break 
brown 
bubble 
bucket 
buildiing 
built 
bti.siness 
but 
butcher 
butler 
buy 
by 
cable 
cables 
cake-
called 
can 
cat""le 
canvas 
captain 
car " 
Carl 
carpenter 
carrots 
carry 
cart 
cat 
catch 
caught 
cellar 
chain 
chair 
check 
cheek 
che-erful 
chef' - -
Chicago 
child 
·children 
chimney 
China-
Chinese· 
Christmaa 
city 
enjoy 
·escaped 
every 
expense 
eye 
eyes 
clulS 
coat failure 
col"or f'a:r 
come farm 
considerable 
corn farmer 
cost -- fer ms 
country Father·-
covT :feather 
coward feathered 
cupboard feaih e·rs 
currents February 
cut f eed 
daisy 
Dan 
da.11ce 
dangerous 
days 
December 
deck 
deer 
desk 
Dick 
dig 
disease 
dishes 
doesn't 
dog 
dogs 
doll 
dollar 
door 
dozen 
dress 
drive 
drives 
drum 
dwelling 
ear 
ears 
eastern 
eat 
ea.ts 
eggs 
feeds 
fine 
finger 
f'ire 
first 
five 
flag 
fly 
flying 
following 
food 
fool 
for 
fork 
form 
f'ort 
·four 
fox -
France 
friends 
from 
front 
fruit 
gains 
garden 
gate 
general 
generally 
girl 
girls 
g ive 
gives 
glad 
gliner· 
gliders 
gliding 
glue 
gO 
goat 
good 
got· 
grass 
green 
ground 
group 
grove 
growing 
guided· · 
GY,Psies 
half' 
handle··· 
happiness 
happy 
has 
hat 
have·· 
having 
hay 
he 
health 
hear 
hears 
hearth 
heh ·-· 
He!lr'IJ 
h·er 
here 
his 
hOe 
hoTe 
home 
homes 
horse 
hose--
hound 
hours 
hous·e 
houses 
how 
1 -'t .• 
,_'l:t . .\. 
.., . --~ .... 
--U~ 
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Reading) Primary II Batte:r"J 
- Form s (continued) 
I made pansy seam success if' make paper seains SUII1'1i.9r I'll man paragraph seat Susie in m.ny pasture seeds Indians Martin pant em seeing t able industry Mary Paul seem t ag insects mat people seerns Ted into may pe:rro ns sees tells is nie piece several tents it means plane sew term 
meat plate s·ewed than Jack men plays sharp that jacket milk plow she the Jane misery policeman sheep· theatre jelly mittens pool shelves t heir John more poor shoes them just mother popular· short then 
motor potatoes should there keep mouse poverty side t he s e keeping move president sides they kept rush pretty singing thief key rrw provide sis·ter t his knee pulled six tl i il knif'e name pumpkins ska.te t hought 
neck puppy skin three lamp :!'Ted Puritans sled Thursday large needs slight,est time late · Nellie radishes small to launched new rain smoke toe lays night r a ins soap together leaf' nine rapidly some Tom left rto r eady sometimes took legs nose really so~s top lemons noses :red soon toy less nuts· ribbon so:r:·ry trail life ride s orrow tree light oak rides sound trick lighted October right soup trip like of rising spade truck likes often roller spaniels try lily on roof' speaki ng tu.lip ·· listen orte rope speed twenty listening onions round sport · t wig little orchard· runs sports two lived orchards steer l ogs other sad steered long others said stick longest our same stones lower out sap store lying over school story 
mvns scooter 
Nietropolitan :\.chievement -Test (Readi!'JE:) 
Pri mary II Be.ttery - Form S (continued) 
under 
until 
upright 
use 
u sed 
useful 
usually 
value 
very 
wagon 
waiter 
wall 
vtalnut 
was 
;atchdog 
watchdogs 
watching 
we 
wear 
eed 
went 
were 
<Jet 
wheels 
when 
which 
while 
who 
why 
will 
willow 
~·rirl(10W 
windows 
winter 
\\ri th 
vrithout 
wolf 
woman 
worm 
yellow 
you 
you:r)g 
your 
i ...... -
.•_t;•i 
Pri mary Reading Test 
-
Reilley Form A ( 278 words) 
a clock had needed sleep under after coat hand needs smoke until airplc-..ne cold hands never soldier up 8.irport come happy new some us all · has noses soh " using aln10st dates hat not spring 
already dead having notice station visit among decide he now stay 
an dog head st.ayed waits and done her of stick walking aey door here old sticks ~vall are dovm him on still ~ralls as drink his one steps wants as: drop hold orange stone was at each hole our stopped watch auto mobile home store waves away eating hoped. pair stre·et we 
edge house pen sugar wearing baby eggs hurry people· went back else picture taking were bell enough I plcm.t talk . what basket everything in play · · talking when bear into playin.g tall whim bears face is pony teacher 'VIrhy between fall it postman that vlish big fat pappies the woman bird father Jack puppy their work bit feeding just put them world black finished there would bock fish kitchen ran these books fit knee ready thick yard both flower rises this your bowl fly late right those box follow left 
·road through boy for less run tickets breakfast letters runs to bring ;frienq likes too 
..p- ·~-- little sand top bringing :!.-:fqm brought fruits long sat toys but funny looked saw tree butter school trees by garden made secret trouble gate make seven true 
cap gave man she .. trying 
c2..rpent er . tt. rriany sheep two 
c&rs ge; ~ng marched shelves 
cat g~rl meat ship 
cereal g~rls nrllk shoes 
chair g1ve money sideWalk 
child givi11~ more sings 
children morning sister 
church glad most sit 
class glass mother size 
clean going much 
green music 
my 
« .. , -
•.. :t ~ ._, 
_._,..,. 
Primary Reading Test 
-
Reilley Form B . ( :?82 words). 
a called game lift ran than 
al most can garden likes reach the 
am cars gate line ready their 
an cart gave little rea.·· them 
and center girl live · report there 
ch ild girls loading t hey 
~ ' ' . 
any right 
apple class give long r obin th'ought 
apples clean glad look robins throw 
are clothes glasses looked r oad to 
arm cloud g oing lost rocks t.rains 
as coal got lots roof tree··· 
asleep color grass room truck 
at comiP..g ground mah run two 
away corn guess 1\1'ary 
cost meet sails up 
baby eount had men same 
back cradle hand milk saved valley 
baggage happy mine saw very> · · · 
baske.t dance hard more say village 
beak day has morning, school visited 
bes.rs deep hat most seven voic e 
bed down he mother she· 
been drink hear mountain sn.oes wagon 
bell dry her moving sho~l ·· walking 
better dust her:e my shoW'ed \'laS 
b ird him side watch 
birds each home name sign· watchea 
birthday · early hoped neither s ister wat·ching 
black eat hot next sky water 
blew eating house night s low V.raves 
blovm eggs how no s lowly · wave 
book every not smiling We " 
books I n ow snow went 
both farm ice number some were' .. 
bottom farmer in -· so·ng wheels 
bought fast inches of stopped when 
boxes f ast er into off store wind -· 
boy father is on summer windows 
boys f eet island one wished 
br ave felt it other table with 
broke field our tail woman 
brothers find Jack out take word 
brother's first John talk work 
building flour paint talked ·· worki ng 
buy flower ke ep painted t alking world 
flying kept picture taller worm 
foot killed porch 
for kissed. present 
f'ound pull 
f'riehd. lamp put· 
friends large putting 
from last 
funny · laughed 
furniture less 
let 
Unit Scales of' Attainment - Grade I (First Half') Form A 
all 
am 
an 
and 
are 
around 
at 
baby 
bad 
bag 
balloon 
banana 
band 
be 
bed 
been 
bef ore 
behind 
better 
"between 
oig 
bird 
box 
ooy 
bread 
brick 
briP..g 
broke 
brother 
orouglt 
brmm 
brush 
build 
but 
buy 
calle(:. 
can 
cap 
carry 
cat 
- h c __ ange 
chap 
chase 
cheese 
chirrmey 
chip 
chop 
choose 
clock 
coal 
coat 
cock 
cold 
cook 
cool 
corn 
could 
count 
cross 
cup 
cut 
cute 
da\m 
day 
did 
dish 
do 
dog 
each 
ear 
eat 
eleven 
end · 
engine 
enough 
evening 
face 
father 
feel 
fell . 
·renee 
find 
f:tne 
fire 
:fish 
five 
f'la.g 
:floor 
flower 
fly 
food 
four 
fox 
from 
get 
girl 
give 
glad 
go 
gold 
(263 words) 
had 
hand 
hard 
have 
he 
head 
heal 
hear 
here 
hide 
him 
his 
hold 
home 
house 
hurt 
iron 
keep 
key 
king 
knee 
kriew 
knock 
know 
lamb 
lamp 
land 
lark 
leaf' 
left 
let-
like 
lock 
look 
love 
make 
man 
may 
me 
m~n 
mi lk 
m:ine 
more 
mother 
move 
much 
neck 
new 
no 
not 
now 
of 
old 
on 
on·ce 
one 
our 
out 
over 
ovm. 
pack 
pail 
peel 
plant 
play 
pocket 
point 
pole 
polite 
pull 
rabbit 
rain 
ran 
rea.d 
red 
rin..g 
rock 
room 
round 
run 
said 
sail 
sand 
save 
saw 
say 
see 
send 
sheep 
ship 
shop 
show 
sign 
six 
sinile 
smoke 
smooth 
snow 
sone 
soon · 
south 
spoon 
stamp 
stand 
stop 
S:. ore 
stump 
sun 
table 
team 
tear 
ten 
tent 
that 
them 
theh 
they 
this 
ticket 
time 
too 
took 
top 
train 
tramp 
trouble 
turkey 
turn 
turtle 
under 
up 
upon 
us 
wagon 
walk 
want 
warm 
was· 
wash 
watch 
Virater 
wave 
V.te 
week 
well 
w'ent 
wha:t 
wh·ea"t 
wheel 
when 
where 
v.n·ich 
1.irhite 
wh'o~ · 
will 
wing 
wi~h 
work 
would 
yes 
you' 
your 
Unit Scales of Attainment - Grade I (First Half) Form B 
(257 words) 
about 
all 
always 
am 
an 
are 
around 
as 
ask 
at 
ate 
baby 
back 
ban.'!( 
bark 
barn 
bed 
been 
bell 
best 
better 
big 
bill 
bird 
bite 
back 
blew 
bloom 
book 
box 
boy 
1r ead 
brick 
bridge 
bright 
bring 
brook 
broom 
brother 
brush 
butter 
by 
call 
can 
cap 
carr<J 
cat · 
catch 
chair 
clean 
climb 
clock 
close 
cluck 
coat 
(!X) lor 
comb 
come 
cried 
cries 
day 
did 
dog 
duck 
each 
eagle 
ear 
eartJ.1 
easy 
eat 
eye 
face 
f'ather 
feet 
fire 
:first 
fish 
flew 
flies 
found 
free 
f'riend· · 
frighten 
frog 
f'rom 
:fru.i t 
f'nnny 
fur 
get -
girl 
give 
glad 
goat 
gold 
got 
green 
ground 
had 
have 
head 
her·e 
hid·e 
home 
hood 
hop 
horn 
hot 
ho1J.se 
how 
ice 
keep 
kick 
kill 
kind 
kiss 
kite 
kj_tten 
knock 
know 
lake 
1.arnb 
letter 
lie 
li;ght 
like 
listen 
little 
look 
low 
lunch 
make 
man· 
march 
mark ·· 
market 
may 
me 
men 
milk 
moon 
more 
mother 
rrry 
na.:ne 
near 
nest 
never 
new 
night 
noon 
not 
of' 
on 
once 
one 
o·pen 
over 
out 
park 
part 
peck 
play 
:rain 
rake 
reach 
read 
red 
rest · 
ribbon 
right 
rock 
robin 
- f' roo~ 
roost 
root 
rubber 
run 
saw 
say 
school 
see 
se·ed 
shall 
she 
sheep 
shm~r 
side 
six 
sleep 
I 
soon 
spin·· 
spoon 
spot 
spring 
stays 
stood 
stool 
top 
sun 
tack 
ta..'k:e 
teach 
team 
tear 
tent 
that 
them 
then 
there 
they 
this 
tick 
tie 
toe 
to 
top 
track 
train 
tree 
trees 
trim 
tr'i.1Ck 
t,;,vel-.le 
tw·ic e 
twigs 
twine 
two 
under 
l)_p 
upon 
us 
walk. 
warm 
was 
wasn' ' 
watch 
water 
r..i.:re 
went 
VJ'hat 
wheat 
\"!liee l 
iifhen 
tvhere 
whidfu 
;,-!hite 
1j1h 0 
wigw·n..rn 
':vill 
Wind 
window 
V.ring 
winter 
work 
write 
_, ··,. '" 
.. _·u·~') 
Unit Scales of At tairme-rit - Grade I (Last Half) Form A 
(327 wrr ds) 
a book crack ·:rood 
afraid bottle cream :foot 
all bowl crovt found 
am box crovm four 
among boy crying :from 
an brea.d 
and brick danger gets 
ani mal bricks dark glad 
are bright davvn. goat 
around bring day gold 
asleep brook dead grow 
at brother deep 
awake brown did hall 
away build · divide hand 
butter dog hard 
baby down has 
back cage dri ve ha"(ie 
bag can drown heard 
ball candle he.el 
balloon canoe each . . hide 
banana car eating hill 
bark carry eleven hi·s· barn cart enemy hold beads cat evening hole beans catch everybody home 
bear certain horn 
beat chair falling horse 
bed check farm hour 
been chicken father house before child fellO'N hunt ·-began Children field hurry 
behind class find hurt 
bell climb finger hut 
below cloudy fire 
beside clover first I 
better cold five ice 
between cook flag in 
big corn floor invite 
bird corn:er :flow is 
birds could flower it 
bite count fly blocks cow fold- · jurrping 
blow follow 
.., a-; 
.·_\ ,,c 
Unit Scales o:f Attainment 
-
Grade I (Last Half) Form A (continued) 
king para: de see · table 
kite park second tame 
pear send tells 
lamb pie sew· · t ·en 
land piece shook that 
l augh pink . shop the 
leaf · place should th-em 
learn plant sing they 
left play singer this 
letter playing six thread 
light plum skate to 
line police sleep took 
little pony slide top· · · 
live poor slow train 
load snow 
loaf queen soft under 
some up 
U~!"''J race something us 
m:e. r rain soon 
mea.t rake spoon wagon 
men rat square walk 
mice read stairs wall 
milk red star warm 
monkey r i el). stars water 
month ride start v1e 
nioon riding stay well 
mother ripe s tile what 
mouse river stood \vheat 
much road s top when 
must rock store where 
rocking stories which 
near roll stor""J white 
neat roof stove wh'y 
new . room street wild 
noon root string wilT··· 
nothing rose sudden winter 
now rope sun with 
nut round sunshine woman 
running sweater work 
o:f s rvi m would 
on safe swing 
once said 
one sc:md 
only sat 
outside sav:r 
over school 
Unit Scales of AttaiP_ment · ~ Grade I (Last Half) Form B 
(337 words) 
a 
about 
afraid 
against 
a irplane 
all 
almost 
alone 
always 
am 
an 
and 
animal 
another 
are 
around 
as 
ask 
asleep 
at 
ate 
automobile 
awake 
arvay 
baby 
ball 
bar 
beads 
beans 
bed 
been 
before 
behind 
best 
big 
birds 
birthday 
blocks 
blows 
blue 
board 
bone 
book 
books 
bowl 
box 
boy 
bo'.TS br~ad 
broom 
brother 
cage 
crune 
camp 
can 
candle 
cap 
card 
carry 
cart 
cat 
cents 
cheese · 
chinm.ey 
clay· 
clean 
climb 
close 
cloud 
cloudy 
collar 
color 
corn 
cost 
cow 
crow 
crovm 
crying 
did 
dig 
dish 
door·· 
doors 
doWh 
dress 
drinks 
each 
ear 
eat 
eating 
eight 
end 
enough 
eye 
face 
falling 
f'ar 
feet 
fellow 
fence 
:fire 
fish 
f low 
flower 
follow 
'found 
fox 
friend 
f't1n 
f'nn..n.y 
g·eese 
get 
girl 
give 
gives 
got 
green 
g·ruf:f 
ground 
gun 
had 
hall 
handle 
has 
have 
hay 
he 
head·· 
heard 
heel 
here 
hid 
hill 
his 
hole 
home 
honey 
hop · 
horn 
horse 
house 
how 
hundred 
hungry 
hunt 
hurry 
hurt 
hut 
i ·ce 
in 
instead 
is 
it 
its 
jumping 
keep 
kid 
kind 
l(ing 
knife 
know 
l ady 
land 
large 
learns 
13 ave 
letter 
lost 
lotv · 
lunch 
mail 
man 
Mary 
me 
meal 
mice 
moon 
:nother 
::nuch 
my 
nail 
rtarne 
near 
nest 
never 
new· 
night 
noon 
>i t ·J· 
... ...~..~ 
Unit Scales of' AttaiiL"::lent - Grade I (Last Half) Forrn. 
(continued) 
of she that ·i.rve 
of':f sheep the weave 
on shells them web 
once ship then what 
one show there wheat 
open sick these when 
over since they ·where 
six this which 
pail skate those- white 
park skip thousand who· · 
pear slow three will 
:pen sni_all to wind 
piece smells too windows 
place s·miles top wish 
plant snow track wood 
play snowman train woods 
playing soap tra.mP 
plow soldier tree 
pole some trees 
pond something :bruck 
pony soon twelve 
porch sound twenty 
soup two 
queen spider 
spins umbrella 
rabbit square under 
rain squirrel up 
rake s t age us 
r at stairs 
red stake wade 
rest st·ale wake 
right s taJTl.:p walk 
roof stend warm 
room star was· · 
rope start watch 
rottnd state water 
run stay wave 
run_ning ste'tys 
stone 
Santa Claus stood 
same stool 
say stop 
school store 
second stove ·· 
see string 
sells sun 
several 
shake table 
shall ten 
tent 
Unit Scales of Attainment - Grade II (First Half) Form 
a 
about 
afraid 
after· 
afternoon 
air 
all . 
along 
am 
among 
an 
and 
animal 
apple 
are 
as 
at 
ate 
away 
black 
blossoms 
boat 
body 
bought 
bowl 
box 
boy 
boys 
bread 
bridge 
bright 
bring 
brother 
brothers 
brought 
brovr.n 
buds 
bug 
bugs 
build 
buim 
bush 
busy 
but 
butter 
buy 
buzz 
by 
calf 
came 
can 
cannot 
cat 
(399 words) .. 
certain 
chased · 
chasing 
check 
cheese 
chicken 
child · 
Christmas 
church 
climb 
clouds 
cocoon 
cold 
colors 
come 
com.rnon 
could 
coupon 
course 
cousin 
cow 
cre·eps 
cross · 
c:cying 
danger 
dark 
day 
r9 e.::.n did. 
dig" 
dirty 
divide 
do 
dog 
doll 
donkey 
door 
dm\m. 
drive 
dug·· 
dwo.rf 
eagle 
e<:u"'lY 
earth 
earthen 
eas ier 
easily 
east · · 
eastern 
easy 
eating 
eat 
eleven 
emperor 
empire 
employ 
empty 
enerrw 
evening 
everybody 
fall 
farm 
fast 
father 
fed 
fell 
fellow 
few 
field 
fine 
fin_ger 
fir 
first 
fTsh -
fleecy 
floor 
.... , . . -:r;_ow 
flowers 
fly 
fold 
follow 
f or 
i'orenoon 
found 
fox 
f:rog 
'from 
full 
garden 
~irl 
go 
goat 
gray 
green 
grow 
had 
has 
he 
hears 
Helen 
help 
her 
his 
hole 
home 
hor .. se 
hour· 
house 
hungi"Y 
hunting 
hurry 
implore 
in 
inch 
ink 
inside 
into 
invit.e 
is 
it 
Jack 
JaTJ.e Jorm 
Joh.11 ' s just 
kind 
kite 
kitten 
knock 
know 
lady 
lamb 
land 
large 
laugh 
leaf· 
learn 
l eaves 
left 
let·ter 
light 
:tights 
liked 
likes 
listening 
little 
lived 
1 • " 
_J.ves 
low 
rna.ke 
man. 
Niai".f 
massacre 
me 
meager 
rre ander 
measles 
measure 
meat 
mice 
milk 
minute 
moment., 
month 
moon 
mo:rn"ing 
mostly 
mother 
moii ·on 
mouse 
mountain 
much 
mll.St 
neat 
nevi 
night 
noise 
noon 
not 
nothing 
nut 
oak 
of 
old 
on 
once 
one 
only 
or 
outside 
out 
over 
~' ~ ··~ 
........ ~
Unit Scales of Attainment - Grade II (First Half'). Form 
(en ntinued) 
parade shop table wall 
park short· t2.ke want 
paw should teach 'Nante c1 
pear shout that vva._n.ts 
Peter shut the '\fir arm 
piece sing them vvas 
pig siP..g'er then v!Ta:ter 
pir.k sister these we 
place sister's they well 
plant sisters this 'ineht 
play six thougbt V,rere 
playing sky through whale 
plurn sleepy tiny what·-
police slide to wheat 
pony small to clay Vihen 
poor smell told where 
puppy snail tonight which 
so torch white 
r abbit Spot torn who 
rabbits spri ng t.rain why 
race squirrels traveler wicked 
rr~ins star traverse wide 
r a11 stars t.reacherous 
ready start treasure wife 
red stood tree will 
regardless stop ~rees wind 
register store truck winter 
regret story turn with 
regulate straw wolf 
regular striP..g uncle woman 
reindeer strong under VI.TOng 
road such up 
rock sudden us yard· 
roof sum'Tler yellow 
rose sun ver-y- youngest 
roses sunshine 
run swi m 
rushed 
sail 
saved 
scc.red. 
school 
sea 
second 
see 
sees 
sell 
send ~ 
she 
shine 
.-
Uriit Scales of Attainment·- Grade II (First Half) Form 
(457 words) 
a book col:lrte sy- flowers in 
about boots courtier f'lyin_g inn 
across bought cousin follow instead 
afraid bow C01N for· into 
after brother credulous forenoon is 
afternoon brown cross :forest it 
e.gainst bl1.gs crow fox · "+ lwS 
all bundle CI'l-lSade :Iriend 
FJlmof\t but· frighten Jane 
alon~ buttercup dark frog Jane's 
[?.IT! by daughter from jE:..y 
an deer fun John 
and cabbages did fun.."'ly John's 
animal cake diff'erent 
another calf dish gc:,rden keep 
anybosy called divide geese keeps 
a1J.ything calls ao get kind 
apple carne dog gets king 
e..re can donkey girls kitten 
around ca11dle dress go kittens 
asleep car drtJ.m grandfather knife 
at carrots dr-.r earndfather ts 
a·way cat duck gr£~y lake 
cave green lc::..nd 
baby chased -each grm~m large 
ball cheese eagle gruff Te.?..rned 
barn cherries ear leaves 
basket cherry early had I eft 
be chicken earthen hrumner legs 
bear chickens easily handle like 
became children "Wast ern haiJPY like·s 
because chipmunks eat has listening 
become , ·- . . eating hat little C/101.Ce 
bed choose eats he live 
bees chosen eight he -ard lives 
beets chorus ·elephant Helen lonely 
before church e:r.i,d - hen longest 
:pega"YJ. circus enough her looks 
behind class everything higher lunch 
big c:ltay- highest bigger coat f'ace hills 
Billy cocoon fall~ his birds colors far · hole 
birthday come far'thest h __ orne black · common f atner t s honey "b.l-a:ekb:i~d co:t-11 :fellow hope blanket conpon felt horse blue cotl.r·e,ge fields house blossoms course fish hov!T blew flew ht..i.ndred bold flow htmgry · 
hunting 
_.. -... : . 
-~ ,.. '''· . ~ .............. 
. ' 
Unit Scales of ttainment - . Gr3.de II 
Continued) 
:tnarch 
marched 
marching 
master 
me 
nice 
:mile 
mill 
minute 
moment 
month 
morning 
L10 S .. tl:y~ 
P•ot,her 
mother ' s 
mot-:_on 
mountz,in 
much 
name 
r~ed 
lJed ' s 
new 
night 
noise 
noon 
not 
not!:li:n.g 
o&k 
of 
6Tc1 
on 
once 
one 
orange 
over 
out 
owl 
p.s.rk 
particle 
peach 
pear 
pen 
pets 
picture 
piece 
pig 
pir&.te 
pitcher 
place 
plants 
})le.y 
::.lay j_flg· 
pleasure 
plow 
plum 
pony 
potatoes 
presence 
present 
priceless 
princess 
process 
promise 
pumpkins 
puncture 
pup~)ies 
pup~y 
quickest 
rabbit 
rabbits 
race 
r·e.dishes 
rain 
raises 
raisin 
rake 
Ralph 
rctn 
ransom 
reason 
re~kon 
red 
rest 
r:i.eht 
_•ing 
J:•oad 
robin 
room 
r1..1..11 
r' .. :tshed 
sad 
s ave 
sca:t·ed 
school 
season 
second 
see 
seen 
several 
shake 
she.ll 
sheep 
ship 
shoes 
sick 
since 
s ister 
six 
skc:tte 
skip 
slmv 
s.:-c![~lJ.. 
smell 
snlile 
smith 
smock 
smoke 
smooth 
so 
soMe 
sound 
speak 
spill 
spot 
spri!:tg 
s quirr ls 
st,age 
stake 
stale 
star 
s'tart, 
state 
st,ay 
stile 
still 
stood 
store 
story 
( ~irot u~ 1-.J..~' ~o-J.~-... , - -- .,__, ..~..!..-.- ) J.: JlJ. 
straightest 
stror.g 
sugar 
surmner 
sunshine 
Stl11per 
sweet 
tame 
that 
the 
their 
them 
±il!.en 
theT·e 
these 
thev 
think 
this 
those 
thou.ght 
thousand 
tiny 
tired 
to 
toy 
traveler 
traverse 
treacherous 
tree. sure 
tree 
tricks 
trip 
tulips 
turkey 
turn 
to 
urnbrella 
uncle 
under-
up 
l.J.S 
valorous 
variable 
ve.riety 
ve.rious 
want d 
wante, 
was [ 
\Vas:h 
water 
~vave 
we 
·v!ear 
well 
went 
1Here 
wet 
· hat 
r- hen 
where 
which 
whi l e 
white 
who 
whole 
whose 
~vin 
wind 
1 
wish 
with 
WO!l . I 
wonden 
woods 
word 
worl d 
wor ms 
1i1011.ldj 1NT'en 
'.\TOt, e 
~rello !l 
vou I·· 
young~st 
Unit. Scales of At t a. i nment - :ire.de II (Laat ~-Ialf') Form 
(4 12 words) 
a bre E-~ ze did garden lady 
about bridge dig get Ia.l ... we 
above· brother dihe girl leaves 
abun.d nee brothers display go . lift' 
adven"c,ure bro\vn disturb goat T:Lght· 
afraid buds do g·rab · lights 
aft er bug dog ·--:y·a-·- e·n<l 2 .· kE~s l::J - ~ l..J - ...... ~ 
afternoon bunch doll gray l . _]. 
.:dr bush donkey green litt le 
a l arm but door grove l . ,. :l _J_\ eo. 
e.ll by denim grow lives 
almost dug locate 
slone cal:f dull had lofty 
e.long calm dwarf' halt look 
en came harsh luck 
and can earth has 
animal cannot eat he 
::o · mao.e 
ape.rt cat eating hears ma.lce 
apple cattle eneJey Helen man 
are chase enough h elp r~1ar~t 
around chased escc.~pe her mend 
e.s chasing ever;{ herd mention 
at cheese expect his me vi 
ate chirp e.xpE:msive hole mild 
awcdt Christmas e:J<:tend hone milk 
away church hope moon 
clever faithful horse more 
be.by clouds fall horses morning 
balance cold. :far house most · 
ark color fast hunble mostly 
bed colors father• huP.gry · ;:,lather 
be en · co.ine favorite hunting mouse 
before comic f'ield 
behold conquer find in no.rrow 
big cmv .., ... incl iJ.C.e neat .Lll" 
bird crash fire inside new 
birds creeps f j_ sh instead night 
black crooked flwne into no 
blaze cross flavor invent noise 
blossom crying fleecy is none 
boat cure fleet it not, 
borrow cm"ious float nothiii..g 
box cut :flock Jack nut 
boy floor JLn.e 
boys dark flowe1~ John 
day flovve:rs John's 
defeat · for • 1 . J 0~(9 
delight fol'enoon just 
deliver fo-rsake 
deny f'' . k i nd _ox 
depart :frog lt ittJen 
fl~om K110'N 
full 
_funny 
'" .<;; .. -··· 
.... J..'I:J 
Unit ScG.les of !~tte..inrnent - Orad~~ II (Last Half) Forrn 
( co!ltinu.ed ) 
oak 
odor 
of 
of·ten 
olO. 
0 11 
O!lCe 
one 
or 
ou~ 
over 
pair 
parce 
Peter 
pig 
pile 
pink 
.)lace 
plant 
p l ay · 
plo.ying 
plen-t;y 
iJony 
prepar e 
pro :fi t, 
prove 
provoke 
1.ill 
un.ish 
rru~J)y 
pu sh 
quantity 
~uiet 
~CC·~ b b i. ··t~ 
rc.::.bbit s 
r.s.irw 
T'8.TI 
rs.sh 
1~e3.d~r 
red 
reform 
r egain 
r e:!_Je.i:r 
restore 
result 
reVJard 
rose 
roses 
rough 
run 
rushed 
sacred 
sad 
saved 
s ca red 
school 
sea~ 
sees· 
severc~l 
shadoY" 
she 
sf1i .1.1e 
short 
shove 
shrink 
silence 
sing 
single 
sister 
cister 1 s 
.sisters 
sky 
sleepy 
slender 
small 
sElell 
smooth 
sric~il 
S!lo.tch 
so 
some 
so::.eth i ng 
SlJecictl 
split 
Sl}Ot 
s:prihb 
sc;:uir·rels 
stai:.r1 
s t c:.rs 
st&.rtle 
s t ay 
stood 
stop 
store 
story 
strict 
struggle 
st.i.mr:1er 
s1.\rishine 
sure 
S'.'iell 
SY!im 
t able 
t a ke 
taste 
t.earn 
tend 
tha:'l 
that 
the 
them 
then 
these 
t hey 
thief 
tJJ.in 
thing 
thiP_,gS 
this 
through 
throughout 
tight 
tines 
"ti,i~" 
to -
today 
together 
told 
top 
train 
trample 
travel 
tree 
tre s 
tri:fle 
t :.:>oub1e 
tr'i.1st 
turn 
twice 
tvro 
uncle 
und.er 
up 
1.tseful 
u sual 
very 
v1ant 
wo.nt ed 
\~.ra.""lt S 
wns 
'\•rater 
1 
.. ,rear-J 
went 
were 
whale 
vrhat, 
when 
whe.:::e 
Nhich 
iNhist1e 
v;rhite 
\. rho ·· 
whole 
wicked 
ttide 
will -
wisdom 
vfith 
,!1i t,'n e s s 
YJOlf 
worshi p 
worthy 
~rctrd ~ -
yellow 
young 
youngest 
Unit Scales of Attai nment - Grade II (Last Half) l<'orm B 
( 473 rvor•:3.s) 
...... 
u. 
able 
about 
absent 
across 
afrai d 
after 
ufternoon 
all 
&llo T 
an 
an_ 
o.ng~J 
a:-..'1;aous 
api;le 
a:ppoint 
are 
al"'OUnd 
arrive 
ask 
at 
z.ttempt 
&way 
baby 
bad 
bala..1'Jce 
ball 
bark 
barn 
be 
bear · 
became 
because 
bees 
beets 
began 
beggared 
better 
big 
bigger 
Billy 
bird 
bmrds 
birthday 
black 
bu.lckbird 
blarllcet 
blerv 
blind 
blossoms 
blue 
bold 
book 
boots 
bought 
boy 
brother 
bro"'AlJl 
bugs 
bundle 
busy 
but 
by 
cabbages 
cake 
CE'.lf' 
called 
calls 
came 
capture 
careless 
carrot-s 
cat 
cattle 
cease 
center 
change 
chased 
cherries 
cher~.r 
chicken·· 
children 
chipmun.lcs 
· chirp 
Cb.hurch 
circle 
circular 
CiJ'CUS 
t:lasp 
coat 
colors 
come 
contain 
cow 
c ows 
crave 
crooked 
cross 
crow 
cry 
cur e 
dark 
deceive 
decrease 
deer 
defend 
dense 
describe 
did 
difficult 
disappear 
discourage 
display 
dismiss 
o.iscuss 
do 
dog 
doing 
done 
donkey 
doubtful 
Cirop 
c1rt1L'1 
dry 
duck 
duty 
eagle 
early 
easily 
easy 
eat 
eating 
·eats 
edge· 
elephant 
else · 
enclose 
em less 
enelTI'J 
e:h~8.rge 
enough 
escape 
every 
examine 
excite 
faithful 
fall 
f' a111i 1 i ar 
farthest 
fa.ther 
father's 
feeble 
f'e '~ ls 
felt 
fields 
f i sh 
flatter 
f leet 
flew 
f'lov,re rs 
flying 
for 
forenoon 
forest 
:forget 
fortunate 
fright 
frog 
from 
f'unny 
f"J.rnish 
garden 
get 
gets 
g irls 
gloom 
go 
hills 
his 
hole 
hollov 
home-
honey 
hope 
horse 
house 
how 
humblEf 
1ungry 
hunti~ 
hurt 1 
ideal 
:l.mita e 
• I J.mprove 
in ·r· 
1llJUre 
in."D. I 
into i. 
·nveri 
invit_ 
is 
it 
it ' s 
grace f":.Il 
B;rahdfather J ane 
gra.Tldfather r s - ·· 
grc:w 
green 
grmrs 
guard 
had 
happenin3 
happy 
hardy 
has 
hasten 
hat· · 
have 
having 
he 
i1e e.rd 
Helen 
helpless 
hen 
her 
hide 
higher 
highest 
,.. . . t 
<J e..ne f3 
~~~lot1s 
John 1 
t-Tohn' ~  
kee sr 
kind 
kin12· I 
• '--' I k~tter 
.rl tte;ns 
laJ<:e 
lanc1 1 
le . ..;e, 
le:u,_)i 
lea!'ned 
, ."''-"'ve's i;:ft I 
l ·e ac ! u '-' ' let i 
Unit Scal es of Attc.imnent - r:~r.'1J:j.e ~_,I (T "'· "H 1 "') H" ~ ---' - ,-.Jc.•==>"G __a . I .L o:; rn 
(continued) 
B 
lift 
light 
like 
likes 
listeninrr 
-o 
little 
live 
1 . 
__ 21;TeS 
lofty 
lonely 
longest 
looks 
luck 
rnz.de 
make 
man,C"Jge 
march 
marched 
n B.r ching 
mast e r 
mew 
middle 
mistake 
morning 
uiost 
mostly 
mother 
!llother ' s 
near 
1Jed 
Ned' s 
new 
night 
IiO 
noble 
noise 
none 
noon 
~Ot 
oak 
of 
often 
old 
on 
once 
one 
orange 
out 
over 
overcome 
over te.ke 
owl 
package 
pair 
peach 
pear 
permit 
pets 
pig 
pity 
plants 
ple.y 
playing 
pleo.ge 
plum 
pony 
potatoes 
praise 
present 
prevent 
prompt 
proof' 
provoke 
pull 
pumpkins 
punish 
puppies 
pr).ppy 
push 
qcidckest 
rabbit 
ra.ce 
rB.dishes 
rain 
r a.ises 
Ralph 
ran 
rare 
reasonable 
red 
resemble 
rin.g 
risk 
road· 
robin 
room 
rough 
round 
ruin 
r un 
rushed 
sad 
saw 
ss.y 
scared 
school 
see 
send 
shift 
shoes 
shove 
silence 
simple 
sin..g 
sister 
small 
Sllk'1.11 er 
snatch 
so 
soldier 
solid 
some 
somethin.g 
sorry 
so end 
spoil 
spring 
squirrel 
squirrels 
stJood 
stop 
store 
story 
straightest 
strong 
sufficient 
S1).gar 
sumt11er 
sunshine 
supper 
surface 
surprise 
surrender 
sway 
tailor 
tame 
team 
tell 
thankful 
that 
the 
their 
them 
then -
these 
they 
thin.l< 
this 
thought 
tiny 
tired 
to 
toy 
tramp 
tramps 
trees 
tricks 
trip 
true· 
tulip·s 
tumble 
turkey 
turn 
two 
uncle 
under 
u.nf'ortunate 
unjust 
unlike 
up 
useful 
usual 
vanish 
very 
wait 
wcmder 
'IJiia.:nt· ... 
wanted 1 
'(varriotj 
was 1 
watch 1 
watchrul 
water 
weak 
wear 
vieary 
went 
were 
\vet·· 
what 
when 
·wher·e 
which 
while 1 
whistle 
white I 
whose 
win 
·ind 
wise 
vlith 
won ... . 
woods 
worms 
worse 
would 
wren 1 
V.J!Onglr 
yelloW1 
you -- [ ·· 
youngest 
youth 
. ~· .. ... , ' '1 t· ~ : . _,. .. . 
